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Prologue
This report is submitted to satisfy the contractual requirement of a final technical report. Its
purpose is to provide concrete evidence of proper progress on this contract. All
information, data, and models created during this effort are described in this document.
This document is structured to coincide with the Statement of Work (SOW) for this
contract. Section 7 (Comments and Conclusions) consists of an overview of the satisfaction
of the SOW tasks. Additionally, recommendations for the future direction and capabilities of
the Automation Life-cycle Cost Model (ALCM) are noted. Appendices include additional
information on Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) charts, programmatic information,
and Decision Modelling System (DEMOS) reference material.
1. Introduction
The United States Congress mandated, in 1984, that the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) vigorously advance the arts of automation and robotics (A&R) as
they apply to space programs. In addition, the NASA Administrator was tasked to establish
an Advanced Technology Advisory Committee (ATAC) in conjunction with NASA's Space
Station program. Among the activities performed by the ATAC, was the generation of a
report that was intended to provide top level guidelines and requirements for effective
implementation of A&R into space systems. Table 1 presents a summary of the preliminary
ATAC findings.[2]
• Criteria for the incorporation of A&R technology should be developed and F,rO_,ulgated.
• Verification of the performance of automated equipment should be stressed, including terrestrial
and space demonstrations to validate technology for Space Station use.
• Maximum use should be made of technology developed for indus _t__and government. ....
• The techniques of automation should be used to enhance NASA s management capaotlity.
• An evolutionary station should achieve, in stages, a very high level of advanced automation.
• An aggressive program of long-range technology advancement should be pursued, recognizing
areas in which NASA must lead, provide leverage for, or exploit developments.
• A vigorous program of technology transfer to U.S. industries and research communities should be
pursued.
• NASA should provide the measures and assessments to verify the inclusion of A&R in the Space
Station
Table 1. Summary of ATAC Automation and Robotics Findings.
A recurring theme throughout the ATAC findings was the requirement for identification
and development of management control parameters, corresponding to A&R
design/development and implementation. The final item listed in Table 1 states a
requirement to quantitatively trade-off various configurations using variations in the use
of A&R in space systems. More specifically, measures of effectiveness criteria, assessment
aids, and utility models were identified as methods to support management objectives and
to accurately project future system capabilities and costs. The ATAC explicitly recommended
Rockwell International Space Systems Division Page 1
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the development of life-cycle cost (LCC) models and methods for evaluating the Space
Station program, as a method for projecting costs throughout the life of a program, and to
ease management decisions and planning.
In the context of this contract, the term automation applies to systems ranging from
physical devices that mechanize a particular process to the application of knowledge-based
systems. Robotic devices would range from tele-operated machines to fully autonomous
vehicles, deployed either in space or on the ground (distant planet). While A&R definitions
are germane to the development of an automation cost estimation/analysis type model (to
the degree that an LCC model would have to be sensitive to varying degrees of A&R
technology), emphasis is not directed towards analysis of A&R technical properties, rather to
how the varying degrees/levels effect overall program costs.
o Problem Statement
Two analyses instrumental to the selection of automated versus manually operated systems
are: (1) LCC analysis, and (2) comparative analysis. The results of these two types of analyses
are subject to the limitations of the methods beings applied, and it is typically difficult to
assess the accuracy/quality of the input or output data.
2.1 Designing The Optimal Mix Of Automated And Manually Operated Systems
A key issue in planning future space projects is deciding_eappropriate level of A&R. In a
specific program, such as the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI), we must decide which tasks
are better performed by astronauts, and which by A&R. Table 2 presents a list of the issues
and/or trades that must be addressed.J2] As A&R technology advances, how and when
should those advances be applied to operational systems? The following parameters are
critical: cost, technology maturity, complexity, maintainability, and reliability. Employing
automation is not an either/or question, but one of degree. The question is what level of
automation and autonomy will provide the optimal trade-off between performance and
cost.
or terminate the program.
• Costs of initial A&R hooks and scars affect life-cycle-cost (LCC) savings.
• Automated systems may lower probability and costs of accidents.
• The level of A&R leverages the value of astronaut time.
• A&R can improve support and increase crew time for user payload.
• Extra ground support may be needed for Ab.R technology and space robotics.
• Space testing of Ab.R systems introduces new costs.
Life-cyde operations costs will overwhelm start-up costs. Later operational costs could restrict
• Extensive ground-based control may overload communications capacity.
• Faster response time resulting from on-board data analysis will lower costs. (This can be
substantial if an on-board expert system does trend analysis.)
• Use of tele-operated, instead Of autonomous, systems will raise cost of trainin_ astronauts.
Table 2. A&R Applications Can Especially Benefit the Operation and Maintenance of a Space System.
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The impact of the degree of A&R and human participation on a given program is
manifested during program operational phases, while the decision who performs what
tasks, and how much automation is incorporated into the system are all made during the
design and development phases. There are myriad types of analyses that could be, and are,
performed toassistprogram managers inchoosingbetween A&R and manual systems
(Table3 summarizes an example.)Yet,most of thetradesand issuescan be resolvedby
performingtwo very common typesofanalyses:costanalysesand taskanalyses.An LCC
model containsnearlyalltheelementsofa taskanalysistype model: the primary difference
beingthata taskanalysis,alongwithaddressingcostissues,alsoaddressessystem
availabilityand maintenance concerns.
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Table 3. PreviousProductivityImprovement ResultsHave Been Qualitative.
Nationalinterestand emphasis are orientedtoward development and deployment ofcost
effectivesystems.Program and system decisions houldbe made which support themost
economicaloptionswith respecttoinnateA&R and human capabilities/limltatlons.Other
engineeringtradeoffswillbe performed todown-selectthe optimalmanual and automated
systems,and comparativecostanalysiswillensure thatthe most economicalalternatives
emerge as theleadingsystemcandidates.
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2.2 Limitations of Cost Estimating Tools
Developing cost estimates using automated or even manual methods and techniques is not
new. In fact, there are just as many, if not more, models/tools as there are operational
systems. There are potentially many reasons for this, however, one can intuitively conclude
that new models and tools arise because the previously existing capabilities contained some
form of inadequacy. These inadequacies include:
(1) The assumptions, structure, and limitations of cost models are not dearly
documented.
(2) The source, quality, uncertainty, and relevance of input data are not dearly
documented.
O) The limitation and uncertainties in the output results are not clearly
documented.
(4) Cost models have been built to estimate the cost of a design after the design has
been specified, rather than developed as an integral part of the design process to
help with early design decisions.
(5) Separate cost models are built for different project phases and subsystems, often
using different assumptions, making it difficult to combine them to assess the
full life-cycle cost for the system.
Cost models use only a single methodology, and do not support multiple
approaches, such as top-down, parametric cost estimation, and bottom-up
methods for cross-validation.
Customers and contractors alike struggle with the limitations of current cost esUmating
tools. This is due primarily to the fact that a model's construction, assumptions and
limitations are typically not well documented. Cost estimation models that address, equally,
all components and phases of a program are rare. Therefore, the results will reflect the
limitations of the model/tool. There are three principal reasons why cost estimating tools
do not represent a "true" reflection of system life-cycle costs.
(1)
Page 4
The nature of a model may not match the particular phase of a given program.
For instance, accounting-type models (Le., PRICE) require detailed information to
project system LCC, and their application during conceptual phases of a system
would tend to skew results. Similarly, it would not be appropriate to employ
parametric estimating tools or techniques to mature programs where sufficient
data exists to populate an accounting model to support management assessment
and projection requirements.
I
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(2)
(3)
Models that are "generic" in nature may not be suited to perform assessments on
specific and complex systems/projects.
Models tend to reflect the experience of their designers: models developed by
firms very knowledgeable about system operational phases wil] tend to well
represent recurring cost categories and poorly treat the non-recurring cost
categories; and those familiar with design, development and production will
tend to embellish models with those features, while treating recurring operations
and support costs as percentages of the non-recurring cost categories.
The accuracy/validity of any model's output is directly related to the quality or accuracy of
the input data. There has been, in the past, no method inherent in existing cost estimating
tools, to quantitatively assess the relative significance of the input data. Understanding the
input data is necessary to ascertain its relevancy to the project under consideration. For
instance, estimated unit production cost may be based on prior experience related to similar
units. But how similar is the proposed unit to the experience-based unit: Is it constructed of
the same material? Can the same manufacturing process be used? Is there a difference in
the manufacturing technology? Is the estimate entered into the model as a vendor quote or
an engineering estimate? and do they include fees? This simple example illustrates the risk
associated with the quality and relevance of input data on the accuracy of the resultant
model output.
When considering the limitations of a particular model and its input data, one tends to
view the results with suspicion or outright skepticism. The situation is exacerbated when a
customer cannot duplicate and therefore validate the data. If some form of risk assessment
does accompany cost data, it is usually at the cost of a separate and rigorous modeling
exercise, one that is fraught with its own assumptions and limitations.
Finally, life-cycle cost assessments have been traditionally limited to projecting program
costs after the designers have selected a design concept (usually based on performance
merits). This is a downfall in the model construction, the program organizational structure,
and the product development process. First, most cost estimating models are constructed in
such a manner that all input data is gathered, once the design functions have finished an
iteration of the design. The data is run through the model and discrete values are then
provided to management/customer. Further, typical models do not generally provide the
granularity to determine exactly which elements of a system are driving non-recurring,
recurring, or total LCC. To achieve an optimally low cost system, designers must be able to
evaluate the cost (nonrecurring, recurring, and total life-cycle) of their alternative designs
while they are still on the drawing boards. Models are currently not constructed to support
rapid and user friendly component trade studies and sensitivity analyses. Second, the
product development process and associated organization are not generally structured to
facilitate design to LCC--again cost estimating is something done after the system and its
components are designed.
Rockwell International Space Systems Division
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2.3 Decision Analysis
Implicit in the problems listed above' is the accuracy of the r_ed model inputs.
Projecting future costs, and future capabilities, is fraught with _. A method must be
encapsulated in the model to pro v_e realistic asse__mentof Lcc outcome, This method
should allow for alternative options, explicit representation of system states and
relationships, provide a means for model evolution, and account for the uncertainty of the
problem domain. ......................
: =
Real-world problems inherently contain partial data. Extmpolati0n and abstraction methods
may be applied to remedy this situation so that the domains might be modelled. Modelling
by its very nature requires abstraction of portions of the problem domain so that there is a
tractable solution. Traditional modelling techniques typically embrace these abstractions
wholeheartedly and weave them into the solution space. A m0_ correct method is to
explicitly account for those abstractions and model them dir_tly. In this manner,
confidence in the solution and insight into the problem domain are expanded.
Recent progress in decision analysis theory and tools have _it practical for their
application to real-world problems. "ProbabiLity and decisi?n theory pro_de a set_ of
principles for rational inference and decision making under uncertainty...Dectsion analysis
is the art and science of applying these ideas to provide practical help for decision making in
the real world.'[3] Decision theory permits the explicit statement of preferences among
alternate possibilities with associated levels of belief and resolves their combination within
a consistent computational domain. Applying this theory permits sensitivity analyses to be
conducted on a problem space so that key drivers to the ultimate solution may be readily
identified. This capability permits the focusing of energy on those important parameters
within the problem so that the uncertainty might be reduced. Hence, confidence increases
in the ultimate solution of the problem model.
Modelling cost, with its tools and environment, is typically a stumbling point. The purpose
of generating of a model initially is not only to definitively describe a solution to a problem,
but also the development of a consistent and timely solution. As such, software models are
commonplace to address these issues. However, the solution environment of software
brings its own set of constraints to the modelling domain. Table 4 summarizes typical
problems with traditional software modelling tools.
• Poor visualization of model structure
• Inadequate treatment of uncertainty
• Poor documentation of assumptions
• Cumbersome to review, revise, or extend
• Insufficient iterative refinement
• Inappropriate detail
• Results not trusted by derision makers
Table 4. Problems with Traditional Software Tools for Modelling.
l_p 6
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2.4 Problem Summary
On the basis of the direction provided by the U.S. Congress, coupled with the increasing
maturity of A&R technology, space system development efforts are actively pursuing the
use of automation techniques. Risk and task analyses are being performed to estimate the
impact of including this technology. Management requires effective and timely projections
by management to determine the viability of A&R implementation in the various
progran_ One means of justification is the use of LCC models to support trade-off analyses
for profitability. The leap technology proposed warrants, if not requires, extrapolation
methods and explicit handling of uncertainty. Software models are increasingly used to
generated high fidelity projections of system performance. These models, however, have
historically compiled assumptions and judgments into the model giving the end user little
insight into the reasoning process. Confidence in the model results is reduced and is
typically viewed with skepticism.
The problem domain being addressed by this contractual effort is summarized by the
following list:
4
V
• A&R technologies appear to viable alternatives to current, manual operations
• llfe.cycle cost models are typically judged with suspicion due to implicit assumptions and little
associated documentation
• uncertainty is a reality for increasingly complex problems and few models explicitly account for
its affect on the solution space
3. Objectives
Two objectives were set forth at the outset of this study effort. The first objective is to
identify and describe far term capabilities and requirements envisioned for the Automation
Life-cycle Cost Model. Following definition of model requirements, the second objective
establishes a framework development approach that supports achievement of the defined
requirements. Figure 1 is graphical depiction of the relationship among the objectives and
the ultimate ALCM tool.
NASA CONCERNS
PROBLEM
,DEFINITION J FAR-TERM I WVlSHI.I NEAR-TERM FRAMEWORK ALCMv OBJECTIVES ! OBJECTIVES TOOL
MATURE
ROCKWELL
RESOURCES
Figure 1. The ALCM Tool is the Result of Cooperative Determination of Envisioned Capabihties
Between NASA and Rockwell.
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The far-term objectives document the envisioned capability within 3-5 years of effort.
These objectives are consistent with the "ultimate" tool proposed by LCC analysts. This
vision captures capabilities and shortcomings of existing tools. Near-term objectives are a
little more "down to earth." Given the NASA concerns for LCC values and mature Rockwell
resources, a compromise is reached on satisfying the "wish list" of far-term objectives. The
near-term objectives are capable of being included in an ALCM tool within 1-2 years of
contractual effort. The overall goal of this ontractual effort is the definition of these
objectives and the generation of a software framework demonstrating the near-term
ob_-tive capabilities.
V
3.1. Far-term Objectives
The capabilities of the ALCM will coincide with the issues outlined in Section 2.0 (Problem
Statement), specifically: LCC analysis, task analysis and uncertainty analysis. It is intendedk
that the ALCM should not simply be a high fidelity LCC tool, but one that assists _ the
design decisions and can give a manager the kind of information necessary to support
programmatic and system decisions. Table 5 depicts the capabilities currently envisioned for
the ALCM. - - - - ........ _ _ _ .
II
General Capabilities
• Assessment/Determination
Tools
• Risk Analysis
• Temporal Representation
• Integration with Existing
Databases
• Security of Data/Al_orithrns,,o.,
• Integrated Documentation
• Multiple Fid,elity Levels
Sensitivity/Tradeoff Analysis
Capabilities
• Temporal (e.g., duration,
• Quantity
• Spari,n,_
• Manual vs. Automation
• Level of Automation
Output/Display Fora_ta
• Spreadsheet Paradigm
• Graphical
• Model Structure
Table 5. Far Term ALCM Capabilities Will Support Management Decisions And Ensure Low LCC With
Identified Uncertainty.
3.1.1 General Requirements
Incorporation of the capabilities/requirements depicted in Table 5 represent:. (1) the typical
variables which would effect the outcon3_e of _ A&R versus manual trade study, (2)
variables associated with what-if analyses the Customer or pro--g_:am mana-ger-are likely to
desire/request, (3) a method for rapidly and easily performing comparative tradeoff
analyses, and (4) alternative methods to view data, that would present different perspectives
of data. The model should be capable of easily and rapidly supporting comparative analysis
and depicting results in an easily interpretable graphic or spreadsheet format. Any .
requirement that may arise to use either pre- or post-processors, or any other external
module, in association with the main model/envir0nment shall be transparent to the user.
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_.1.1.1 General Capabilities
The General Capabilitiescategory of objectivesincludes those items thatshould be present
in the ALCM toolin itsenvisioned configurationto assistin the overalloperabilityof the
Package. These requirements reflecthe operationalmodes in which the toolcould be used.
The following listprovides a more detailedexplanation for each of the parameters:
• Assessment/Determination Tools--These capabilities provide a cost analyst the
ability to derive costing relationships and drivers for Particular applications.
Items may include design, operations, and maintenance cost drivers.
• Risk Analysis--These capabilities provide the ability to specify and model parameters
in the problem space that may contribute to the risk of the solution. Decision
analysis tools support the uncertain portions in the above specifications.
Uncertain Parameters may include cost, technology maturity, and sizing values.
• Temporal Representation raThe framework provides the capability to explicitly model
time-variant values and relationships. For instance, the tracking of cost elements
over time is required.
• Integration with Existing Databases--The ability to access and utilize existing sources
of pertinent data greatly enha.nces tool confidence and reduces development risk.
By capitalizing upon known quantities, the ALCM tool becomes a new interface
to preexisting models. This capability supports the other facets in this category by
providing the raw data for analysis. The capability shall also be provided to enter
new, and revise existing, data within the tool environment.
• Security of Data/Algorithms-The exclusion of particular portions of the ALCM tool
environment is required to protect sensitive and proprietary data from
unauthorized access. The separation of usable and partitioned data under tool
control facilitates configuration management.
• Integrated DocumentationmThe incremental development and evolution of a model
should be reflected in its documentation. The integration of documentation
capabilities with the modelling Parameters themselves encourages the updating
of material. Explanation, legacy, and definitive information may be included.
• Multiple Fidelity Levels--The ability to represent various levels of fidelity promotes
prototyping of systems and accelerated definition of the problem domain. This
abstraction mechanism allows the user to concentrate on a localized aspect
without the burden on the overall system. Multiple levels promote
understandability by the end user through the reduction of clutter in model
presentation.
I
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_.I.1.2 Comparative Analysis
The Comparative Analysis capabilities of the envisioned ALCM tool provide the means of
performing sensitivity and trade-off analyses. The exploration of alternative possibilities
within the context of the tool environment is a powerful analysis ability. The rapid
generation and examination of pertinent data displayed regarding other possible situations
promotes the discarding of irrelevant or risky solutions. The testing of more situations also
enhances the confidence in the ultimate decision supported by the ALCM tool
Interpretation and experimentation within the confines of the tool environment reduce the
chances of translation and transcription errors. The following list provides a more detailed
explanation for each of the parameters listed in this category in Table 5.
TemporalmLCC inherently includes time-variant relationships and data. The
associated analysis, likewise, includes the viewing of parameters as they change
with time. Examination of those changes (or lack of change) may indicate
significant performance of that system that ultimately affects the total system cost.
Examples of temporal representations include life-cycle duration, mission
frequency, mission duration, and quiescent periods.
QuantitymThe number of systems (and their constituent parts) and the extent of the
missions involved heavily influence life-cycle costs. For example, the explicit
representation of these parameters is useful for determining breakeven points,
and optimal production values and rates.: Values may include number of
operating systems and com_nent quantities.
Sparlns--Related to the Quantity parameter, the number of spares of a unit can
heavily influence LCC. This value is dependent on the use of manual or
automated means. The evaluation of this highly dependent parameter is useful
throughout all phases of the life-cycle.
Manual vs. Automation--One of the main goals of this contractual effort is the
generation of evidence to support trade-off analyses of the use of A&R. The ability
to specify the use of automation at various levels of system design is an
important feature of the ALCM tool.
Level of AutomationmAutomation is typically not a discrete function when
implemented. Varying levels of automation are desirable to maximize system
utility and minimize LCC. The specification and analysis of this parameter will
heavily influence system design and LCC.
3.1.1.3 Output/Display Formats
The Output/Display Format capabilities need to maintain consistency with traditional
mechanisms of LCC analysts and provide new insight into the advanced capabilities of the
ALCM tool. Legacy from models being implemented in database and spreadsheet tools is
apparent from desired model outputs being tables and simple graphs. The addition to this
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suite of formats is a mechanism for display, and to assist manipulation, of the model
structure itself. The following list provides a more detailed explanation for each of the
parameters:
• Spreadsheet Paradigm--Tables depicting the relationship of two different variable
categories are a'preferred method of viewing LCC data. This capability is useful
and provides a familiar interface to the end user, promoting acceptance of the
ALCM tool.
• Graphical--Simple graphs of _e.v .a__,_,_able
also a preferred methoa ot vlewmg L_.. u_. ,,_ r'- -:
spreadsheet paradigm. The ability to show two or more variable categories at one
time is a useful capability of the ALCM tool. Types of graphs include histogram,
pie, 2D/3D variations, and line (variable values and uncertainty distributions).
• Model Structure--The ALCM tool models are envisioned as being highly modular
and hierarchical in nature. Standard diagramming paradigms for model
construction and display will be used. The hierarchy will assist in organizing
large models and promote abstraction for understandability. The standard
diagramming techniques will enforce model construction consistency and
understandability. The techniques will have an associated graphical
representation that is both expressive and easy to use.
3.2. Near-term Objectives
As previously defined, the Near-term Objectives are a subset of the Far-term Objectives.
Near-term relates to 1-2 years of contractual effort resulting in a product that supports the
identified objectives. Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of the Near-term
Objectives within the context of the overall vision for the ALCM tool.
\
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• OUTPUT/DISPLAY • COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
-- Temporal (e.g., duration, frequency)
-- Quantity
_ Sparing _
:"ii_bl 0fAut0-mation
Figure 2. Near-termObjectivesare an AchievableSubsetof the EnvisionedCapabilitiesof theFinal
ALCM Tool.
Within this contractual effort, the intention is to provide a proof-of-concept for the
specified requirements of both the near- and far-term. As such, critical functionality will be
demonstrated for this contract. Critical functionality wi]] be agreed upon between NASA and
Rockwell International and be within scope of this contract. The specific objectives for this
contract are listed below:.
• Provide conceptual development of ALCM with breakdown of modules
• Identify any required external modules
• Gather data appropriate to the capabilities of the model
• Construct algorithms to support model development, as necessary to demonstrate pertinent
capabilities of the ALCM tool
• Begin development of graphical user interface (GUll)
4. Approach
4.1. Overview
The approach being used is consistent with both the scope and objectives of this contractual
effort. The approach provides a demonstrable product that presents the envisioned
capabilities of the ultimate ALCM tooL This enables feedback from the intended end users of
the ALCM tool to gain their confidence and improve functionality and performance of the
tool. Table 6 summarizes the steps to be taken.
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• Assess desirable capabilities
m sUmcture into near- and far-term
• Identify useful existing models/data
• Identify parameters for utility analysis
-- cost _ supportability
-- schedule -- operability
-- element -- interoperability
n reliability ...
• Define tool framework
• Encode scenario thread for model validation
• Provide transition path for tool development
l
Table6.The Approach Ensuresan InterimProducttoAssistToolAcceptanceand Validity.
Underlying factors affecting the development of the ALCM tool include three analysis
perspectives: cost, comparative, and decision. These facets are reflected in any efforts for this
contract. By using these viewpoints, a more robust and useful too] is generated. Cost
analysis is used in conjunction with task analysis to provide data generation and validation.
Comparative analysis is used to analyze various possibilities for the use and timing of A&R
in space systems. Decision analysis is used to explicitly treat uncertainty inherent in the
problem domain. Table 7 provides a high level summary of the possible uses of these
analyses.
• Cost Analysis
-- Parametric vs. Empirical
-- Confidence
-- Validation
• Comparative Analysis
-- Manual vs. Automation Alternatives
Automation alternatives
-- Phase/Component considerations
• Decision Analysis
-- Avoid "point" decisions
-- Identify key drivers
m Relevant level of detail
Table 7. Utilizing Three Different Analysis Perspectives Provides" the Opportunity for a More Robust
and Useful ALCM Tool.
The identification, capture, and utilization of existing data and models are structured
around the life-cycle of a space system. Correspondingly, an accepted and valid
representation of this cycle is required early in this contractual effort for meaningful
progress to occur. Figure 3 shows the definition of that Life-cycle as delineated by the
following three phases: research and development (R&D), investment and acquisition
(I&A), and operations and support (O&S). This convention and nomenclature will be used
throughout both this report and the entire contractual effort.
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Phases
Research &
Development
Investment &
Acquisition
Operations and
Support
Functions Associated With System Ufe and Operations
Figure 3. Program Life-cycle Phases and Functions for Space Syster_ D_ne the Modules for the ALCM
Tool.
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4.2. Existing Model Identification
Existing life-cycle cost models, relevant to A&R technologies, are surveyed to identify
pertinent features that might be incorporated in the ALCM. These features are utilized to
their utmost to minimize development risk and to maintain consistency with the general
community. This survey also provides partial evaluation of each of the cost models/
applications.
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Existing models that might be assessed include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Briniant Eyes Cost Model -- United States Air Force
• Optimum Repair Level Analysis (ORLA) -- NASA
• Production Rate Adjustment Factors (PRAF) -- United States Army
• Atliss o United States Air Force
• LCC1 m North American Aviation (Rockwell International)
• Planetary Logistics Analysis and Evaluation Tool (PLANET) o Rockwell International
The existing models surveyed will be identified and comments noted in documentation.
This report contains key features, attributes, and drawbacks (as applicable) for each of the
models. Areas of applicability and usefulness for each of the models assessed are noted.
Areas explored include:
• launch to orbit costs
• on-orbit replacement costs
• advanced technology usage projections
• man-tended systems costs
• unmanned systems costs
• advanced systems costs l:."o)ections
• constellation systems costs
• user friendly man/machine interface (MMI) independent of user skills
V
I
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A summary of findings from the above list of models is shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Existing Models Are Leveraged to Accelerate the Pace of ALCM Tool Demonstration and
Development.
While the models listed in Table 8 include a wide range of data and CERs (cost estimating
relationships), direct reuse of those data and algorithms is highly limited. Ease of use and
integration concerns have driven this analysis. The use of an existing approach as a basis
facilitates model development. At the same time, the new model (i.e., ALCM) gains a legacy
and increases user confidence since its basis is accepted information. The PRAF and Atliss
models were not examined as planned. The utility gained from those models listed in Table
8 greatly decreased the additional returns gained from the PRAF and Atliss models.
There is no standard costing methodology for implementing a robotic system in
commercial industry. Different robotic applications use distinct criteria for cost factors. For
example, radiation in a nuclear reactor hot cell is the determining factor for cost
justification, while in an automobile factory it may be the cost of production. Most
performed cost analyses in these areas take into account the cost alternative options.
Robotics is an option that normally distinguished from the others by its impact on the
mission scenarios and unique benefits that it offers in the areas of task reassignment from
to robot. Currently, there is enough data available to estimate DDT&E (design, development,
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test, and evaluation) costs of robotic systems for commercial applications. However, the
space program is lacking in this area in both ground processing and on-orbit applications.
Appendix 9.5 contains information on the generation of qualitative robotics CERs.
Conversion of this expertise into equations for inclusion occurs in a follow--on ALCM effort.
Most robotics deployment and operation experience lies in the commercial sector. However,
illustrative data points do exist for particular application as well as common off--the--shelf
components. Appendix 9.6 contains these data. Initial complexity level definitions and
estimates exist.
Likewise, NASA defines technology maturity with Technology Readiness Levels. Table 9
defines these levels.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
NASA OAST Space Systems Technology Model (May 1980)
Technolo_ Readiness Levels
Basic principles observed and reported
Conceptual design formulated
Conceptual design tested analytically or experimentally
Critical function/characteristic demonstration
Component/breadboard tested in relevant environment
Prototype/engineering model tested in relevant environment
En_ineerin_ model tested in space
Table 9. Use of NASA Technology Readiness Levels Can Facilitate Risk and Development Cost
Generation.
Recurring operations and support costs associated with a given system typically dominate
life-cycle costs. In fact, operations and support comprise 60% of the total life-cycle cost.[ilsg]
Main constituents of these costs are maintaining spares' inventories and supporting a
maintenance and repair infrastructure. The greater diversity of components, and more
frequently items fail, then the greater will be the recurring operations and support costs.
Therefore, it is vital to LCC to be able to estimate the failure rates of the components
comprising a system.
The Planetary Logistics Analysis and Evaluation Tool (PLANET) is a model, developed for
use on NASA space systems, to predict failure rates for space systems equipment. It requires
only minimal equipment definition data, that which is typically associated with conceptual
phases of a program.
It is a data base management system model, with several relational files that perform:
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• determination of failure rates
• estimation of maintenance demands over time
• aggregation of mainlm_nce demands for various systems/subsystems
• sensitivity and tradeoff analyses
• output of results in tabular or graphical formats
Many of the features go beyond the ALCM requirements, in that the ALCM already has
imbedded many of the features already or does not need them in the LCC analysis. It would
appear that the centerpiece of the PLANET model, those files that determine failure rates,
would be its sole contribution to the ALCM. Attaching simple spreadsheet files to the ALCM
may accomplish this extension. Read and write protection of these spreadsheet files is a
vital requirement since the contained data would be Rockwell proprietary algorithms.
Appendix 9.5 contains information on the generation of qualitative robotics CERs. This
expertise is converted into equations for inclusion in the follow-on ALCM effort.
4.3. Existing Data Source Identification
The task consists of the effort to identify data available within Rockwell International
applicable to automating space systems. Currently known costing data that might be
researched and assessed include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Rockwell Shuttle Operations Company (RSOC) task manpower database
• Rockwell International Space Systems Division Shuttle DDT&E cost database
• Personnel Launch System (PLS) complete life-eyrie cost analysis done by Rockwell
International Space Systems Division (SSD) for NASA Langley
• Rockwell (Independent Research and Development) IR&D project for post-landing thermal tile
inspection process for the Space Shuttle
A variety of data sources were examined during this period to identify information (either
for use as CElts, or as constant-type variables) that would be appropriate for inclusion in the
ALCM. The data sought, fell into two categories: (I) methodologies and/or algorithms
related to parametric cost estimating/predicting, and (2) historical and/or accounting data
that would enable the development of CElts.
Seven different data sources were researched, besides the models and data bases that were
evaluated (refer to paragraph 4.3). A summary of findings is contained in Table 10.
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TableIO. Summary Fiadings of Data Sources Reviewed.
4.4. Advanced Technology Impact Determination
This task includes the efforts to identifyexistingmeans for extrapolatingadvanced
technology transferto space systems. This may include the following efforts:
• identification of existing methodologies within the industry
• identification of existing methodologies within Rockwell International's Space Systems
Division
• modification of potentially applicable methodologies from other lffe--cyde costing disciplines
When predicting costs for advanced technology systems, it is necessary for a model to be
capable of trading varying levels of technology readiness, not only as an element of cost, but
also as a risk or uncertainty factor. When addressing robotic technologies for space
applications, there are three factors that drive technology requirements.
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(1) External/environment factors (i.e, atmospheric pressure, radiation exposure, humidity,
ambient light levels, etc.) impose new technology requirements on emerging robotic systems.
(2) As robotics(ingeneral)mature,requirementsarebeingimposed on them topossessgreater
versatility and utility, and to perform tasks faster, better, with greater precision. This implies
greater robotic autonomy, as well as improved performance in myriad areas (i.e., greater
payload capability; self-healing; faster response time in both manipulators and end effectors;
improved visual acuity; and increased tactile sensitivity.)
(3) Related to, but beyond Factor #2, future robotic systems will need to be more adaptive and more
interactive with their dynamic operating environments. To accomplish this, robotic systems
will take advantage of the emerging neural network technology, and continued progress in
knowledge based systems, to enable more human-I/ke heuristic learning and deductive
reasoning capabilities.
4.4.1 Assessment of Technology Drivers and Technology Readiness Levels for
Robotic Systems.
First, external/environmental factors are driving robotics technology requirements by
exposure to phenomena that, in some cases, go well beyond the benign and ambient
environment of earth's surface. In most cases these environmental factors drive material
selection (i.e., radiation hardening for nuclear applications; corrosion resistance and high
strength requirements for underwater applications.) They can also drive other robotics
subsystem technology requirements, such as better visual acuity for low ambient light
conditions, as in space and underwater applications.
In response to the second factor, technology improvements imposed by new performance
requirements vary widely depending on the robotic systems' application. It is best to assess
these technology requirements by robotic subsystem.
4.4.1.1 Mobile Base Platform
Platforms with different categories of payload capabilities and mission requirements will
vary in their power train, chassis, suspension and braking subsystems; as well as their
positioning accuracy subsystems, and control and navigation subsystems.
r
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(a) Power Train, Chassis, Suspension and Braking Subsystems - This par_cular subsystem is
characterized by relatively mature technologies-due to robotic system, military, construction
industry, and automotive industry developments and requirements. This is not meant to say
that levels of complexity may change. Volume constrained spacecraft will impose special
packaging requirements and terrain considerations may drive totally independent drive,
suspension, and braking systems.
(b) Position/ng Accuracy Subsystems For The Mobile Base Platform - Again, this subsystem is
characterized by relatively mature technologies-due to developments in the air/ground
segments of the military and commercial aviation industries, as well as work done in robotics
fields. As accuracy requirements increase, different and/or integrated navigation systems
will be employed to meet the particular requirement, wh/ch is more of a complexity issue.
(c) Control and Navigation Subsystems - Control and navigation of the mobile base/platform can
be achieved by one of three methods: (1) teleoperated/telepresenee, (2) self guided, and (3)
intelligent mobile base/platform. Control and navigation technologies are still maturing, and
in some cases are only in the breadboard stage. Some of the driving technology factors are:
• data transmission rates
• integration of robotic sensory data, health and status data, as well as performance and
relative position data
• distances between remotely operated control stations and the robotic system
• detection and avoidance Ofknown and unknown objects
• autonomous path planning, utilizing preprogrammed topographic maps and 3-D imaging
systems
• operating and maneuvering in a dynamic environment (whereother objects in dose
proximity to the robotic system are also moving)
4.4.1.2 Manipulator Subsystems
There are five separate components characterized by their own respective technology
development schedules, they are: (1) Degrees of Freedom (IX)F), (2) Reach, (3) Payload Lift
Capability, (4) Manipulator Positioning Accuracy, and (5) Manipulator Command and
Control. A combined discussion follows due to the synergistic relationship between DOF,
Reach and Payload Lift Capability. Similarly, Manipulator Positioning Accuracy, and
Command and Control will be addressed in aggregate.
,i
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(a)
(b)
DOF, Reach and Payload Lift Capability--Technologies in these areas are, again,
relatively mature due to robotics developments in other areas. In the vacuum and zero-
gravity environment of space however, technological advancements are still required for
bearings and lubricants at the manipulator joints. Design complexity is usually the driving
factor for these robotic system capabilities. To achieve greater payload lift capability,
generally i_ motor power is required and larger manipulator arm linkages or higher
strength-weight materials are required. Similarly increasing reach distances requires
increased mech,'mism weight and con_'ol system complexity.
Manipulator Posi.fi .on_ .A.ccuracy _a_i_.R_ d_ "ib__r s_mm_:lan_ Control Subsystems--control. There are a
Higher accuracy Is a mnction olmecr_u_._ b'"
wide variety of control architectures and algorithms that are used for control of manipulator
systems. They vary from simple to adaptive model reference control systems capable of
optimizing system performance. Additionally, interfaces between operator and the machine
could also vary drastically depending on the requirements.
I. Preprogrammed--This is the most primitive level of interaction between man and robotic
manipulator arms. The robot does not interact with the operator and its interaction with
the surroundings is extremely limited. This is a relatively mature approach, depending on
the task performance.
2. Teleoperated/Telepresence--Here, the manipulator system is controlled by a master arm or
a joystick. Usually there is a one-to-one correlation between the master arm and slave arm
degrees of freedom. Some of the more complicated systems may also detect the force at the
slave and feed a portion of that back to the operator and master arm. This and the
following three methods have varying levels of technology readiness depending on their
application (or intended application, i.e., systems that are not yet operating in their
intended environment, such as space robotic systems), and the complexity of the tasks they
are required to perform. Some of the areas where technology development is required are
listed in the Mobile Base Platform section.
3. Supervisory Control--The manipulator arm is capable of decomposing low level tasks into
subtasks. The operator interfaces with the robot through higher level conunands and can
supervise the operation with manual control and emergency shut down capabilities.
4. Coordinated Motion--This system involves multiple manipulators that have to be
coordinated to avoid damage to the work piece and/or the arms. Depending on the task and
 on o e, ,o,que mayhavebe
- --t- _ the I_0_ aria u_r_u¢_
which requires the a complex network of sensors to detect
axis.
Control--This is the highest level of operator interface. Task objectives are
5. Task Based ....... ,,,,. ...... v,_ll controller decomvoses these objectives
given to a robot work CeUcontrouer- ,_,= .v,--. ,. ___J=_-_.. w an anomaly occun, th e
into tasks, subtasks and motions an_ executes mere accuruq,_,y. ,- ,-, a
controller can develop a contingent set of subtasks and execute them to work around the
problem(s).
V
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4.4.1._ Special Tccls/End-effectors
End effectors and end effector technology readiness are function/task dependent. Therefore,
any attempt to create a taxonomy of end effector technology readiness would be purely
subjective and obsolete in a short time. However, their respective purposes/functions could
be generically categorized to assist in understanding what is driving system costs. These
categories are type of end effector (contact vs. non-contact), force/torque & micro
positioning control, and machine vision.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Type of End Effectm"
Contact End F.ffector--Here the end effector is used to grasp or perform a function on an
object. The most basic end effector is the parallel jaw, which is widely used for a variety of
applications. Power tools such as screw drivers are another type of end effector. As the tools
become more specialized,technologyreadiness can decrease.
Non-contact End Effector--in this instance, the end-effector moves an attached sensor
system package to perform non-destructive testing (NDT) or monitor an on-going operation.
Typically they carry a fixed mass. More complicated systems may be required to guide
probes through maze-like systems, which may require more system flexibility and debn'ees
of freedom.
Force/Torque and Micro Positioning ControimMost end effector control systems are included as
part of the manipulator arm overall control scheme. However, those which offer multi-DOF
often possess their own closed-loop control system. These end effectors are used either for
operations where delicate objects are handled or they are used as micro positioning systems
(the re-waterproofing end effector serves both these purposes). In each case the end effector
design becomes more complicated and more sensors have to be used to control forces, torques
and positioning accuracy. Depending on the application, significant technological
development is required with an accompanying dramatic increase in cost.
Machine Vision--Vision systems can be independent of the end effector. However, in some
applications they are part of the end effector. Most vision systems currently used are off-the-
shelf and operate under specific operating environments. These vision systems can be
integrated into a system easily and their costs are relatively modest. Costs for vision systems
increase as they migrate to unstructured enviromnents. Sample vision system applications
include:.
1. Inspection and monitoring--Typically used to locate and identify specific features under a
varying light/shade and orientations. This type of vision system capability may not be
available off-the-shelf and could require a sizable development cost.
2. Guidance, path planning and collision avoidance---Along with the aforementioned,
interpretation of images and map generation (2-D and/or 3-D) capabilities could be
required in this type of vision system. This type of requirement is characterized by a low
level of technology readiness, and development of this capability will require a
substantial research and development investment.
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Finally, technology related to imbuing robotic systems with more human-like cognitive
capabilities is presently 'over the horizon' and is very dependent on what happens in the
neural network and advanced logic technology arena.
4.4.1.4 Rockwell Space System_ Division Involvement in Robotics and Relate_
The robotics group at SSD has a laboratory with a number of different systems and end
effectors for performing tests and a wide range of analyses. They have supported
development of robotic systems requirements for space applications and have been active
partidpants in NASA robotics related activities. They also have worked with the Oakridge
National Laboratory, in developing robotics requirements and systems related to the
nuclear power industry and other public and private institutions. Members of this group
include:
• co-chairman of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Robotics
Standards committee
• partidpants on the Humans/Automation/Robotics/Telerobotics (HART) Working Group
• partidpants on the NXSA/DoD/Industry Space Assembly and Servicing Working Group
4.4.1._ Identification of Existing LCC Methodologies
The SSD robotics group has been involved in the development of a number of robotic
systems, including the Tile Rewaterproof'mg System for NASA-I¢,SC. In each case they have
access to actual cost data, however, they have not had the requirement imposed on them to
aggregate the data in such a manner to enable them to turn the accounting data into CERs.
The life-cyde cost of a robotic system is compared with that of other alternatives. However,
it is as important to quantify the benefits that different options offer to the operation or
mission scenarios and include them in the LCC model
Net Cost = SUM(DDTE & Operation Cost)-SUM(Quantified Benefits)
This will require development of an end-to-end cost dynamic model of the overall Program
(system and/or environment). This model should allow for an overall Program cost
calculation over a given period. It should also be able to calculate the cost and benefits
associated with different Program components. Such a cost model could be used to evaluate
cost impact of a system change over the whole Program. During Phase B of the Space
Station Freedom, NASA JPL proposed the development of a similar cost model and
published a number of papers on the subject. Furthermore, Rockwell during the same
period, concentrated on the development of techniques to isolate and evaluate system net
costs. Here, the objective was to identify a set of boundary conditions for a given system that
allows the inclusion of outside factors to the system cost. Both techniques along with others
offer the building blocks for a comprehensive LCC Model. As more cost data becomes
available, different portions of the model could be tested and verified.
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4.5. Decision Modelling System (V v OS) Tool Capabilities
Decision Modelling System, DEMOS, is an interactive environment for structuring,
analyzing, and communicating probabiI_tic models.[4] It allows the construction of problem
domain mathematical representations with explicit treatment of uncertainty. Variables
defined within DEMOS can be either deterministic or probabiIL_tic. The DEMOS
computational engine is capable of handling a wide variety of functions in both regimes of
variable types, including their various combinations.
DEMOS executes on Macintosh computer hardware platforms and, therefore, conforms to
easily usable user interface conventions and protocols. DEMOS was constructed to be highly
interactive and tailorable. Table 11 summarizes its key features.
• Influence diagrams display model structure
• Hierarchical structure helps organize large models
• Any uncertain value can be probabilistic
• Graphic parametric and probabilistic uncertainty analysis help identify key sources of
uncertainty
• Non-procedural modelling language reduces programming effort
• Array abstraction allows flexible construction of multidimensional models
• Hypertext model with integrated documentation supports collaboration and sharing of models
• Libraries of functions support customizin_ for particular classes of application
Table 11. DEMOS is a Highly Flexible and Appropriate Environment for the Solution of LC.C Problems.
Given these general capabilities, a mapping has been constructed of pertinent DEMOS
features and their envisioned utilization for the ALCM tool. Plans include incorporation
and integration of existing data and models into the tool. The demonstration developed
during this contractual effort attempts to provide a typical usage of these pertinent features.
In this way, the power and flexibility of DEMOS can be used to demonstrate the validity of
the ALCM tool Table 12 summarizes the intended usage of DEMOS features.
MODELLING LANGUAGE
ARRAY ABsTKACTION
INTEGRATED DOCUMENTATION
LIBRARIES
• Multidimensional trade space
• Incorporation of existin_ data
Structured pr_ntation of cri_ca_l information
(validation, heritage, explanation, etc.)
Development of a tailored library of functions
explicitl_ constructed for the ALCM tool
Table 12. DEMOS Features Can Be Easily Tailored for the ALCM Tool.
x...j
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5. Automation Life-cycle Cost Model (ALCM)
Overview
The ALCM is a life-cycle cost analysis framework developed using the DEMOS application. It
provides parametric and accounting capability for development, acquisition, and operation
and support phases of the life-cycle. Figure 4 shows the ALCM methodology flow of the life-
cycle cost process.
i
V
z
iii
IVSllm OONCilql
Figure 4. Life-cycle Cost M_thodology Flo_ Interfaces With AI! Asp_ts of a Program.
Development of an LCC estimating/prediction model requires a rigorous effort to capture
all data relevant to the program and system being modeled. If used to influence system
design and operations decisions, the model must have the inherent capability to allow
designers/analysts to perform, in real-time, subsystem/element cost tzadeoff/sensitivity
analyses. Finally, the LCC model needs to have the flexibility to "report" costs from various
perspectives, which reflect different customer perspectives, i.e., program managers, ground
segment managers, spacecraft segment managers, risk management personnel. Figure 4
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illustrates the program and system inputs, engineering economic analysis capability and
reporting capabilities contained within the ALCM.
The model needs to be able to capture the breadth of program definition and various
engineering opportunities. In a generic model, life-cycle phases are easily modeled, in the
sense that the model only requires quantification of respective phase durations. Similarly,
the hardware/software system is relatively easily modeled--either specific CERs or
accounting based procedures, within the tool, can be employed to estimate unit costs. Other
program specific ground rules and assumptions are modeled by providing place-holders for
such things as discount rates, labor rates, etc. Another required input, but difficult to model
generically, is the program work breakdown structure (WB5). Every program has its own
unique hierarchical WBS. However, at the higher levels they all generally contain the same
elements, though sometimes by different names. The generic cost categories modeled in the
ALCM, which is consistent with the higher levels employed on previous NASA and DoD
programs, are defined in Section 5.2.1.
To perform engineering economics analysis requires the model be constructed to handle
hardware/software system metrics that define and "shape" non-recurring and recurring
costs. The ALCIVl is generic in the sense that it provides a capability for the user to enter CERs
and engineering/integration relationships. Accordingly, a designer will be able to enter such
data as, unit weight, power requirements, number of pixeis, etc., and determine a specific
item cost and assess the change to the baseline system LCC. It is important, if the ALCM is
going to assist in making design and operations decisions, to perform a number of different
types of analyses. The DEMOS environment facilitates performance of the following
engineering economics and LCC analyses:
• Identification of cost drivers
• Depiction of risks (e.g., uncertainty in numeric values)
• Performance of comparative analysis
• Performance of cost/benefit analysis
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Following program and system definition, the ALCM is capable of quantifying and reporting
costs In a number of different formats and perspectives, depending on the particular user
and need. The aggregate costs can be viewed from the following perspectives:
• Cost-risk
• Costs by program phase
• CostsbywlBs - --:=_---_ :
• Hardware/software costs (e.g., to support Design to Life-cycle Cost [UII,CCI)
- by program phase,and/or
- by WBS
• By any combination of the above
S.2. System Architecture De_tion _ : :
The ALCM architecture provides for generic life-cycle cost categories _d specific program
work breakdown structures (WBSs).
V
V
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5.2.1. Genetic Life-cycle Cost Categories
Figure 5 depicts the phases of a life-cycle in the ALCM. The Operation and Support phase
includes the disposal of the unit.
-_Y'_Y C L E C
PROGRAM ACQUISITION COST
OST
L INVESTMENT 3COST
L
r
Figure 5. ALCM Life-cycle Phase Definitions.
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_.2.1.1. Research and Development (R&D) Phase Cost Categories,
Table 13 lists the R&D cost elements. This phase of the life-cycle includes Definition (Phase
0), Demonstration & Validation and the Engineering and Manufacturing Development
phases of R&D. The categories shown in Table 11 may be expanded to a lower level if the
program requires.
PRIME
APPROPRIATIONS
RDTE
RDTE
RDTE
RDTE
RDTE
RDTE
RD/OM
RD/OM
RD/MC
RDTE
RDTE
DEFINITION
REFERENCE
1.0
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.10
t.ll
COST ELEMENT
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
PRODUCIBILITY ENGINEERING AND PLANNING (PEP)
TOOLING
PROTOTYPE MANUFACTURING
DATA
SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION
SYSTEM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
FACILITIES
SOFTWARE
OTHER
Table 13. Research and Development Phase Cost Category Definitions.
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.2.1.2. Investm n an A uisiti n A Phase Cos Cate ori .
Table 14 identifies the cost categories included during this phase of the life-cycle. These
costs include production non-recurring and recurring costs, initial deployment and other
initial investment costs. The categories shown in Table 12 may be expanded to a lower level
ff the program requires.
PRIME
APPROPRIATIONS
pPJMC
PROC
PROC
pWOM
PR/OM
PRK)M
PPJMC
PWOM
PWOk¢
PWOM
PR/OM
PPJOM
DEFINITION
REFERENCE
COST ELEMENT
INVESTMENT AND ACQUISITION
NON-RECURRING INVESTMENT
PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING CHANGES
SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION
DATA
SYSTEM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONAL/SITE ACTIVATION
TRAINING
INITIAL SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS
TRANSPORTATION
FACILfflES
OTHER
Table 14 Investment and Acquisition Phase Cost Category Definitions.
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_.2.1.3. _Operation and Support (O&S) Phase Cost Categories.
These costs begin at initial operating capability (IOC) and continue through disposal of the
unit. The cost categories apply to launch operations and support, orbit operations, mission
operations and support, de-orbit operations, and landing operations and support and
disposal. The categories shown in Table 15 may be expanded to a lower level if the program
requires.
: "T I
PRIME
APPROPRIATIONS
DEFINITION
REFERENCE
3.0
3.01
3.01.1
3.01.2
3.01.3
3.01.4
3.O2
3.O3
3.04
3.05
3.O6
3.06.1
3.06.2
3.06.3
3.07
3.08
3.O9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
COST ELEMENT
OPERATION AND SUPPORT
PERSONNEL
CREW PAY AND ALLOWANCE
MAINTENANCE PAY AND ALLOWANCE
INDIRECT PAY AND ALLOWANCE
FLIGHT PAY AND MISC
MISSION OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT
ORBIT OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT
DEORBIT OPERATIONS
LANDING OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT
MAINTENANCE
LABOR
MATERIAL
TRANSPORTATION
SPARES
TRAINING
DOCUMENTATION
SUPPORT AND TEST EQUIPMENT
SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
DISPOSAL
FACILITIES
OTHER
Table 15. Operation and Support Cost Cate&ary Phase Definitions.
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5.2.2. Specific Cost Categories
Within each of the generic modules of the model, by phase, the specific program WBS that
applies to that phase of the program will be tailored to fit the program being analyzed.
Figure 6 shows an example of the format that will be seen on an output report from the
ALCM.
OF'E FIATION AND
Figure 6. Sample ALCM Work Breakdowa by Life-cycle Cost Phase.
5.3. Model Development
Model development was driven by the long-term objectives of this effort within the system
architecture definition (as specified in Section 5.2). Traditional life-cycle costing techniques
were used to specify the model content. The ability to use both top-down and bottom-up
approaches within the model was an objective. The ability of the model to respond flexibly
to differing requirements and situations of various programs was a stressing requirement.
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The decision was made to utilize a well-l_own and understood application to drive the
development of the model Rockwell's Space Systems Division's experience with robotic
applications regarding the Space Shuttle ground processing met these requirements. Not
only are the current manual processes well within the scope of activities for the
Corporation, the proposed automated improvements include vital Rockwell components.
Access to key data was eased. The prindple investigator for the robot end-effector on these
applications participated in this contractual effort. Her insight, not only of Rockwell
participation, but of the effort as a whole greatly contributed to the model development.
Subsequent subsections prov_e,background info_tionand the d
that were used to consider and, tmauy, select the tile w_.terproofing -t,t- .... taken
driving situation for our model. Its apparent extensibility to space-based systems was
into account using current contractual knowledge of flight robotic systems and proposed
efforts for future space mission (e.g., Moon and Mars expeditions).
5.3.1 Background
Boeing Company conducted a study to identify and evaluate potential automation
applications to improve Space Shuttle ground processing between flights at the Orbiter
Processing Facility (OPF). One hundred and thirty-eight tasks were identified for
improvement in the current process. The top eight were prioritized and described in detail.
Three of these are as follows:
1. Tile Re-waterproofing -- Over 22,000 ceramic tiles are used in the Space Shuttle
Thermal Protection System. These tiles are precisely installed and their operability is
altered by environmental conditions prior, during, and after a Shuttle flight. An
effective method of tile protection is waterproofing. The chemical used for this
protection is consumed during the flight, so it must be replaced.
The current method involves dimethylethyloxysilane, which is a toxic compound, and
is highly labor-intensive. The current process now takes about five days and must be
executed during the third shift for safety considerations.
A robotic system has been proposed and currently is in various stages of development.
The system involves a mobile base, manipulator, vision system, tile re-waterproofing
end-effector, and workcell controller.
Design and proposed development costs are known for system for this application.
Projected O&S costs are also known.
Z Tile Ste and Cap Evaluation -- Flight regime environmental impacts, on. the Shuttle
P sitions. Ste is me surtace-to-
thermal tiles can cause movement from th.e_.int_d _ed tpo_" _,_,-,. _P_een adiacent
ei ht between acl" cent tiles. _.,ap is me wmm u, ,,,_ "_r--- ....... .,1_surface h g }a . ed after each
tiles. Evaluation of Step and Gap information of over 22,000 tiles is requir
flight. More attention is concentrated on the height of the leading edge wing tilesl
however•
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The current method is a highly labor-intensive process. A proposed solution involves
most systems for the tile re-waterproofing application with the exception of a different
end-effector. This solution has been conceptualized and is not as mature as the re-
waterproofing application.
Tile Bonding Evaluation J The current evaluation method to determine the integrity
of the tile bond to the Shuttle is a highly labor-intensive process and uses potentially
destructive actions. A proposed solution includes the use of laser shearography
implemented on an end-effector on the robotic system noted in the re-waterproofing
application. This solution has been conceptualized, and demonstrated in the Rockwell
palmdale facility on Orbiter 102, but is not as mature as the re-waterproofing application
progre_
5.3.2 Approach
The family of terrestrial applications listed in the previous section provides many
advantageous elements to our approach for model development. Use of a ground process
for a space system offers concrete cost values and extensive experience. This information is
preferred to permit the development of confidence in an LCC model. The use of accepted
data and methods, coupled with recognized experts, provides a means for extrapolating
implementation in non-terrestrial deployed systems.
Figure 7 graphically presents the general approach taken for model development and is
summarized in the following list:
• Waterproofing application is used to generate CERs
• Resultant model is used to predict Step and Gap and/or bonding application costs
• Use of PLANET data and modelling capabilities will be implemented within the ALCM
framework to provide vision to far-term space system modelling.
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Figure 7. The ALC.M Approach Capitalizes Upon a Large, Known Body of Pertinent Data, Advanced
RoboticApplications,and StandardizedCostingMethods to Address theEntireU_e-cycleCostfor
Space Systems.
This approach permits the generation of CElts that can be readily validated using internal
Rockwell knowledge and experience coupled with data available from the NASA center
sponsoring the robotic effort (NASA Goddard). Given the close relationship ofthe tile re-
waterproofing, Step and Gap, and bonding applications, it was determined that the CERs
developed from the first application would be appropriate for the other two. Since those
efforts are currently in progress, or very nearly so, the urgency and realism provided
increases confidence in the ALCM results. Also, known space-has_ ed robotic efforts can be
related to this suite of applications to generate a legacy for ALCM costing of flight systems.
The PLAN_ model, generated under NASA contract NAS9-18344 (Planetary Surface
Systems Maintenance Assessment Study), addresses the logistical aspects of deploying
manned bases in non-terrestrial environments. This model generates O&S reliability and
maintainability data that will feed into the ALCM model These data are used to derive cost
figures for that phase. The integration of the PLANET model into the ALCM framework is
outside the scope of the current effort. However, preliminary investigations have been
conducted into the viability of that integration. There appears to be no great technical risk
associated with that extension of the ALCM framework.
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An explicit requirement made ,early in _ con.tra_ _ that the construction of the AIZ2vl
framework be based on generauy acceptea pracuce5 an principles within the LCC domain.
The following list contains the explanation of this requirement:
This methodology includes the following items and relationships:
• Life-cyclePhase Definitions_ This definitionincludes allcostsassociated
with a program, from conceptualizationthrough disposal.Program
development (including research and development), acquisition
(investment),and operating and support costscomprise life-cyclecost.
• Program WBS---Identifles and defines elements of a system for all pertinent
phases of the overall life-cycle. This structure is typically hardware-oriented.
The structure is a hierarchical tree.
• Cost Categories and ElementsmThis representation is accounting-hase&
Accepted elements are defined for the Research and Development,
Investment and Acquisition, and Operation and Support phases.
• Mappin 8 of WBS to LCC Fhase---The matrix defined by relating WB5
elements to cost elements is always program-unique. However, generic
WBSs and cost elements are known.
m Automation techniques are to be applied during the system design definition.
Automation of systems, subsystems, components, modules, and line replaceable
units (LRUs) is possible. However, experience indicates the subsystem level is
sufficient for most situations. The representation of automation capabilities is a
continuous function. However, its definition within this version of the ALCM
framework will be a discrete function.
-- The ability to specify and revise CERs is crucial to the intended operability of the
ALCM framework (and eventual tool). A minimal set of 3 formats is supported.
1) Parametric CERmThis CER is experience-based and expressed in alternative
2)
3)
program parameters. This relationship _ been derived through iterative
analyses of previous systems guided by technical analogy. That is, similar
elements within previous systems are used as the independent variable
while other terms are varied and graphed. A suite of these graphs is
analyzed to produce the CERs.
Accounting-based--This format is similar in intentas the param.etric .C_-.,
However, the terms in the equations are extractecl from accounting aam ana
production rates.
Throughput (vendor quote)---This format typically has the simplest form of
the three possibilities. This equation is based directly on known production
capabilities.
An implicit (desired) capability for the ALCM framework is the entry of new relationships or
the revision of presented CERs. It is envisioned that the ALCM become at least a common
interface for accepted data and CElts applicable to the automation and robotics for space
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systems. The construction of an all-encompassing cost model for this purpose is probably
not realistic nor desirable. However, the use of the ALCM for capture and usage of pertinent
data is desired. Section 7 contains a series of suggested improvements to the current
framework prototype. In that section, discussion includes the relationship of the ALCM and
other cost modelling resources. If the ALCM can be used as a starting point that is integrated
into the design process of future space systems, then its objective will have been
accomplished.
5.3.3. Development of Cost Estimating Rationale For Robotic
Systems/Subsystems
For this phase of the ALCM development, development of preliminary cost estimating
rationales support top-down/parametric estimates. The equations listed below are only
preliminary, since their basis is two data points. These data relate to the information
associated with the Tile Rewaterproofing Robotic System (Test Case 1) and a simple generic
robotic system (Test Case 2). Rockwell's SSD Robotics Group provides all the data to the left
of the 'SUM' column in both Tables 16 and 18. During a follow-on study, updating these
equations reflects analysis of other robotic systems and their attendant costs. The purpose of
the two tables was to determine the respective sigmas (o) and lambdas (X). Once determined,
they apply to the Equations #1 and Equation #7 respectively.
Table 16 and Equations #1 through #6 in Table 17 associate with mobile base platforms for
robotic systems. Equation #1 is the aggregate expression to estimate cost given the
parameters for payload capability, positioning accuracy and type of control mechanism, and
respective complexities and technology readiness factors. Equations #4 through #6 depict
the mathematical expressions to account for cost impacts due to the three driving factors
associated with mobile base platforms.
T_I r,Nm Ff xl
1
• |
I Unll
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C,.,_; Tl_e 3
_._T!_ - sm.,mmmmm_
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Table 16 Spreadsheet Analysis of Mobile Base Platforn_ To Determine Calibration _ts.
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Equation #1:
Equation #2:
Equation #3:
MBP$$= k • e-c'" ¢ecL 1,_,_t÷ (!,_2,, ,_2)+(c_sx ,,ws)
2. = 18.1068
o = -1.0693
Eq.tiOn#4: PCLI=(LOG,0(wtx2-5))x(CL+ ')xl8-_'[_L 1
10 x + xl8F..quation_: PAL2=IL(_,_ATAN(PA)I 1 (CL 1, -8.,TRL/
Equation#6: CNL3: (C_TI'LT.)× (CL+ ')×_8-_RL 1
Table 27. CER Generation is Highly Reliant Upon Experienced Personnel and Mathematical Expr_ion
Manipulation Tools.
Table 18 and Equations #7 through #14 in Table 19 associate with the manipulator
subsystem components for robotic systems. Equation #7 is the aggregate expression to
estimate cost given the following parameters:
• # of degrees of freedom
• reach capability
• payload lift capability
• positioning accuracy
• type of command and control mechanism
• respective complex/ties and technology readiness factors.
Equations #8 through #14 depict the mathematical expressions to account for cost impacts
due to the five driving factors associated with manipulator subsystems.
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Table 18. S_,aul_ Analysis of Manipulator SystemsTo Determine Calibration Coefficients.
Equation #7: MANSY$ $= _. • e- ° cDo_ix.,._. (mc_ x.,._ ÷_ ,--_)* @A4_ ,_). (cm_,,,_)
Equation #8: Z = 2.4488
Equation #9: a = -5.03_
Equation #10:DO. = I ---_ )x (CL+ 1)x _-_/
50OO .z
Equation#1l:RCH_ffi/(RCH-1._) x5lx (CL+ 1)x_._.
Equation #12:_.(_ = l L°G,o(_x 2. s! _x (CL+ Ox l--_lCS /
Equation #D:pA4= l _ ) x
Equation #14:(_= (C_ CT_,,) x (CL.+ 1)xl -3_8 )
Table 19. The Manipulator System CER Llses all Assorted Major Design Parameters.
F_ es 8 throu h 10 contain the analyses for derivation of the CElts for reach, payload
'gur g dditiona] charts corresponds to the
capability, and positioning accuracy. Inclusion of these a
relative complexity of the CER equation format.
V
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Figure 9. Payload Capability Cost is Very Dependent Upon Weight Until Around 200 Pounds.
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5.4. Framework Prototype
The framework prototype generated during this contractual effort is envisioned as a
precursor to the ultimate cost modelling tool. This framework provides a proof-of-concept
and user interface testbed to facilitate requirements' definition and tool utility. The
evolutionary approach to the ultimate tool's construction benefits both the developer and
user. Incremental releases of the software allow the true intentions of the user be
incorporated into the software model. Discoveries of new or different requirements may
occur throughout the life-cycle of the software. The user is not "stuck" with the delivered
software at the end of the contract.
This section describes the capabilities of the framework, its implementation details, and
provides a mapping to show how the prototype has met its objectives for this program.
_1 _amcwo_Ove_iew +,
Section 3 describes the objectives for this program. They are decomposed into two main
partitions: near-term and far-term. The framework prototype developed for this program
responds to the near-term objectives with the far-term set accounted for in the envisioned
growth plan for the software. Figure 11 (Figure 2 is repeated here for convenience)
documents the near-term objectives demonstrated in the prototype.
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FigureII. Near-termObjectivesare an AchievableSubsetof the EnvisionedCapabilitiesof the Final
ALCM Tool.
The capabilities of the framework prototype are categorized into 3 main areas: general
capabilities, output/display capabilities, and comparative analysis. Figure 11 provides a
graphical summary of the 3 categories. The Rockwell approach to capitalize upon the
DEMOS development environment permits the categories to be actualized and therefore its
features are subsumed by the other categories' capabilities. DEMOS allows the timely
development of the framework's features but is not an intrinsic requirement for the
framework. Its use reduces risk and cost associated with the sophisticated features of the
model's implementation. Appendix 9.3 contains a graphical tutorial on the use of DEMOS.
The General Capabilities implemented in the framework prototype include:
• Risk analysis
• Temporal representation
• Integrated documentation
• Multiple fidelity levels
The prototype supports risk analysis in several ways. First, the ability to specify and model
parameters in the problem space that may contribute to the risk of the solution. Second,
decision analysis mechanisms, provided by DEMOS, support the association of uncertainty
to objects within the model Uncertain variables are not imposed by DEMOS. However, the
variables chosen to be probabilistic in the prototype include cost, technology maturity, and
sizing values. Lastly, sensitivity analysis may be performed to identify key drivers in the
model.
Temporal representation is handled by the explicit modelling of the life-cycle phases. Costs
may be allocated to the appropriate phase of the project in question. Costs may be evaluated
at two levels of granularity, the 3 main phases and their decomposition (refer to Figure 5 for
the life-cycle phase definitions).
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The prototype includes documentation for each object (variable). Selection of an object
permits the review of a suite of information induding variable type, units, title, description,
definition, inputs, and outputs. The variable type indicates the potential usage of that object
within the model. Options include index, decision, change, submodel, and criterion. Refer
to Appendix 9.3 for a description of each of these types and their utility within the DEMOS
environment.
The prototype is constructed in a hierarchical manner to permit varying levels of fidelity to
be modelled within the same environment. Use of DEMOS submodels supports this
capability. The framework prototype has been encoded with more detailed information for
the automated option than the manual option due to the accessibility of data. The
prototype, however, is oblivious to the degrees of fidelity and permits such mismatches in
data quantity. This capability permits modelling situations without full knowledge to all
levels of detail. This prototype allows, and encourages, the incremental development of a
model.
The Output/Display Capabilities implemented in the framework prototype include:.
• Spreadsheet paradigm
• Graphical display
• Model structure
The spreadsheet paradigm capitalizes upon human cognition capabilities to quickly discern
complex relationships among data when they are organized into a matrix format. Scanning
the horizontal and vertical indices accelerates the browsing capabilities and permits the
precise identification of relationships among disparate data. The prototype uses this
paradigm in several situations that share the common goal of projecting complex
relationships in a compact and readily understandable format. Examples include the
breakdown of cost by module and life-cycle phase and costs associated by WB5 element and
cost category. The DEMOS environment permits the display and editing of information in
the spreadsheet format. Deterministic and probabilistic variables can reside in different
"cells" within the same matrix.
Output and display capabilities are crucial to the utility of the prototype. Since a strength of
the Rockwell approach is the iterative construction of the cost model, the degree to which it
can be interacted with may be the measure of its success. The gra.phicalrepr_e_ ntati°Vefl, "
....... •--- "1-...... b'" an oraer ot ma_mmae raster u_,m a I" 7
data can p_mo.te u_ae_rs_ta_nm__g vy _ _: _,nlacl with vroven and standardized user
te_ual disDlaV 5J llle DEM_ envn-onmtmL, "----r --. - ....... ,_.. _t .... ,_,-
_____ , _ l - iCles nlcal alS my u_ ,,_,_-.-,,-
interface protocols on the Macintosh platform, prov grap p
information in a variety of formats. Histo .gram and line .c_._rts present derived data in
compact form. Also, multiple options can be presentea wlmm a single graphic. Trade-off
analyses are facilitated by this "side by side" capability. The user is able to switch between
histogram and line chart preferences throughout the model.
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Model structure is presented graphically to the user through two main mechanisms:
influence diagrams and hierarchical model construction. Influence diagrams provide a
standardized charting methodology to define and manipulate models (refer to Figure 12).
Explicitly displaying relationships among variables satisfies the qualitative nature of the
problem. Influence diagrams also have a precise mathematical description that is the basis
for much of DEMOS' power. Hierarchical model construction has been added to the classic
influence diagram to permit the further decomposition of model elements. Bold lines
graphically highlight submodel definitions. The coupling of integrated documentation with
the graphical depiction of models permits the user to customize review (and construction)
of the model to his or her own needs yet maintains a consistent and elegant definition of
the problem domain. Refer to Appendix 9.3 for more detailed information.
Rates
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Figure12.InfluenceDiagrams Are Llsedto ConstructSophisticatedModels in a Readily
UnderstandableForn_t.
Comparative analysis capabilitiesof the prototype permit the explicitmodelling of manual
versus automated options.The ability(and preference)to establishunique WBSs for each
option isa feature.Experience has shown that manual and automated solutions to the same
problem do not require the same hardware and software elements.The abilityto explicitly
model these differencesin a cohesive manner isa strength of the framework. Comparison
of the options can be viewed by phase and by a bottom-line figuredependent upon the
user's needs and requirements.
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5.4.2 Major Components
The ALCM framework prototype consists of several major components that address cost
modelling over the life-cycle of a space-system. A separable p_rtionOf the h'amework _
addresses the software elements of a system using an industry-accepted methodology. The
major components have been structured such that the software cost elements are explicitly
noted and integration of the two portions is eased. Also, the use of one portion of the
framework does not require the other. However, their use in concert greatly expands the
modelling capabilities of the system.
The major components include:
• Phase definitions
• Rate breakdown
• Program-specific (Work Breakdown Structures) WBSs
• Cost analysis features
• Automation bottom-line analysis
The software cost modelling portion is an add-on extension to the framework and is
discussed in its own subsection.
Figure 13 portrays the top-level of the framework prototype within the DEMOS
environment.
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Figure 13. The Top Level of the Prototype Contains the Major Model Components for Ease of Use and
Navigation.
,_.4.2.'_ Phase Definifior_
As noted in Figure 13, the life-cycle phase definitions include two levels of fidelity: first, at
the major phase level and, second, at the cost category level. This capability permits the user
to review and evaluate information at the appropriate level of detail for his or her
requirements. The major phases include Research and Development (R&D), Investment
and Acquisition (I&A), and Operation and Support (O&S). Tables 13-15 depict the cost
category definitions per phase. Figures 14--16 show the prototype's implementation for each
phase's decomposition.
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Figure 74. The Research and Development Cost Categories are Implemented as a List Which is Capable
of Bdng Edited.
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Figure16. Operationand SupportCostsTypicallyAccountfor theBulk ofH/e-cycleCost and Can Be
Reviewed in Detail.
These elements are coded as lists that can be easily revised. These lists are indices in the cost
analysis portion of the model to allow review of cost by phase and cost category.
_.4.2.2 Rate Breakdown
Rates define the relationship between elements and labor, and the system's cost. This factor
is highly variable and dependent upon several mitigating factors that include year of
execution, type of accounting method, and even geographic location of the work being
performed. Further complicating the situation is that a life-cycle of a space system is
typically expressed in years. Inflation affects the dollars in a particular year when compared
to those spent in another.
The ALCM framework accounts for this volatility of rates within the cost modelling domain
by dedicating a submodel to the rate breakdown. This submodel is also responsible for
converting between those cost elements that are best expressed in dollar amounts to those
efforts expressed in hours. The framework relates the elements in the dollar domain.
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Four main element types comprise the rate breakdown (refer to Figure 17):
• Capital rate--used to specify those dements best described in dollar amounts
• Labor rate--used to specify those elements best described in hour amounts
• Rate vectors--conversion between dollar and hour amounts
• Inflation factors -time-phasing of money to account for using standard-issue inflation
factor tables
vvg:z IFY93 IV'V94_1.04 11.043,1.042•
3.461 13.61013.76_ l
322s 13_67 13.s09 i,
3.012 13.141 13.273 •
The submodel expresses cost elements in a common domain (Le., dollars) and permits
time-phased spending to be view from an agreed upon vantage point (i.e., fiscal year).
capability also supports modelling costs when elements of a program slip in time.
Ramifications of schedule slippage will be a future capability of the ALCM, but its essential
elements are present in the current framework.
Program-specific WBSs
Implementation of a system us.ing.manual or auto mat,_ t_h_ie ,quesm_ha_Im y relies uponused to
a different set of hardware and sottware component. __-: ,, ,,_ ,_
organize cost and work information to ensure consistency and increase management
visibility. Accordingly, the WBS of each option will differ. The framework prototype
supports this reality by allocating a submodel to each potential implementation. The WBS
contained in each submodel is unique for that manual or automated system.
The ALCM framework supports multiple cost estimation methodologies. These include,
but are not limited to, bottom-up (accounting and parametric) and top-down (CER--based)
(refer to Figure 18). Additionally, capabilities are integrated to examine the various
methodology results. Specifically, the current version of the framework compares bottom-
up and top-down methods.
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Figure18. The ALCM Framework SupportsMultipleCost EstimationMethodologiesand Their
Comparative Analysis.
In particular, Figure 19 shows the various ALCM framework cost estimating capabilities. The
manual option uses bottom-up estimation with accounting data. The automated option
uses both accounting data and parametric relationships for bottom-up costing and CERs for
top-down estimation.
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Figure 19. Different Estimation Methodologi_ Are Applied to Appro_te Cost/rig Situations.
The program-specific WBSs represent the heart of the prototype. It is in these structures that
the costs, estimates, and relationships are expressed and utilized. The subsystem
components comprise the WBS for each implementation. The user and the availability of
data determine the amount of detail entered The DEMOS environment provides the
mechanism for engineering "gues_timates" for inclusion in the model along side firm
vendors quotes and validated cost estimating relationships. Figure 20 provides a pictorial
view of the capabilities of the prototype to define a WB5, describe the individual
components, express cost data associated with a component, and graphically review the
costs for each component.
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Figure 20. The ALC.M Framework Prototype Provides a Flexible Environment for Constructing and
Reviewing Space System Cost Models Based on Work Breakdown Structures.
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5.4.2.4 Cost Analvsis_eatures
The cost analysis features provide mechanisms to compare the manual and automated
implementation methods of space systems. Costs may be examined by method and by phase.
Figure 21 provides the graphical screens of the prototype showing the cost breakdown by
phase and method. Histograms depict cost by phase for each option while line chart shows
the uncertain values associated with the methods. Histograms permit the user to quickly
ascertain the key drivers of cost for the various implementations. Line charts present
uncertain variables in those areas where firm numbers are not known, required, or
available.
k../ )
Mid IIoluo * Cost reduction lw Oglall'll I
Figure 21. ALCM Framework Provides Cost Analysis Capabilities to Review Cost by Phase and
Element to Determine Key Drivers in the Life-cycle.
5.4.2.5 Automation Bottom-line Analysis
The ALClVl framework prototype provides a quick-look capability to examine the relative
cost benefit from a manual or automated implementation. This single measure-of-merit
may have an uncertainty associated with it based on the composition of the underlying
model parameters. This analysis allows review of the bottom-line for the potential
implementation options without being weighed down in the intricacies of the model. Of
course, the user may examine the model to all its levels of details if one wishes. However,
detailed perusal of the model is not required to obtain the answer generated by the model.
Figure 22 portrays the information available from this quick look capability.
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Figure 22. The Bottom-Uric Figure is Available From the Model Without Examining an Immense
Amount of Detail.
_.4.2.6 Software Cost Modellin_
Advances in rocessing hardware capabilities have accelerated _e am_ot_nt and ._tent of
software inc_lP_ed in space systems. This recent empnasts on sottware prouu_u, w,u..., space
systems has brought a new visibility to software and its He-cycle process. Software costs
have dramatically risen in relative terms to the other elements of the system. As such,
increased scrutiny of software-related costs and costing methods has occurred [8]. Software
systems now require the use of a defined costing methodology (and an proven one at that).
Barry Boehm, former Director of Software Research and Technology at TRW, Inc., has been a
forerunner in the field of software costing. His book, Software Engineering Economics [1], is
considered r ed reading for software estimators. The cost es.timation .mc_t..eldescribed in
thatbook,co_eC_c tireCost Model (COCOMO), isa defactostanclarawxthinme aerospace
community. Thismodal iscapableof generatingcost,effort,and durationestimatesfora
describedsoftwaresystem.
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Using IR&D funds, Rockwell International's Space Systems Division has created a COCOMO
model within the DEMOS environment entitled Autotrade. Autotrade is an embodiment of
the intermediate COCOMO model as described in [1]. Autotrade also includes the following
features not found within that standard model:
• Autonomy levels
• Probabilistic variables
• Sensitivity analyses
These additional parameters provide a unique flexibility to tailor the cost model to space
systems in particular. The degree of sophistication for system capabilities and the efficiency
of the software process affects the development and deployment of a syster_ Decision
analysis permits real world considerations to be accounted for with probabilities and
uncertainty associated with engineering estimates. Description and analysis of the software
domain within decision analysis constructs allow detailed examination of the key drivers
within the model and their relative relationships to other variables in the domain.
5.4.2.6.1 Autotrade Overview
Autotrade is a hierarchical software costing model built within the DEMOS environment.
The top level consists of major definition and analysis components (refer to Figure 23):
• COCOMO cost drivers
• Size and productivity
• Autonomy levels definition
• CSCI identification
• Summary analysis
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Figure 23. Autotrade is Functionally Partitioned to Ease Navigation of the Modd.
The cost drivers element assigns the qualitative cost drivers to numeric values for
calculations. The size and productivity portion permits specification of Computer Software
Configuration Item (CSCI) size and the amount of reuse anticipated within the
development and deployment of the software system. Productivity values are derived from
these inputs. Autonomy levels per CSCI establish the sophistication of software capabilities
at a system level. Allocation of qualitative values assigned to key cost factors used by
COCOMO identify the CSCL_. The user observes composite cost and productivity meas.ur, es
from the top leveL
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V 5.4.2.6.2 C(X_OMO Cost Drivers
COCOMO's concept of operations is to assign qualitative values to several key factors. Each of
these qualitative values has an associated numeric value. Mathematical combination of
numeric values results in an overall adjustment factor for that CSCI. The adjustment factor
is a multiplier in an empMcally-derived curve fit for software costs. This portion of
Autotrade relates the qualitative answers to their numeric counterparts. Figure 24 depicts
the implementation and provides an identification for each of the factors.
-'-TOuslltatlve values srs su!gne d to ,pch. of the COCOMO factors (very low,
low, nominal, high, very hlgn, extra n,gnl
• Factors Include:
m Required software ml,iability(RELY)
-- Database size (DATA)
-- Software productcomplexity(CPLX) ....
-- Executiontime constraint (TIME) :".', '._
-- Main storage constraint(STOR)
Virtual machine volatility(VIRT) _
Computer turnaroundtime (TURN) "<,_ '."I.u
apa_tity (ACAP) _Analyst c
! I ii
m Applicationsexperience (AEXP)
Programmer capability (PCAP)
-- Virtual machine experience (VEXP)
programming language experience (LEXP)
Modem programming_a_¢_ (MODP)
Use of software too.; _i w-;
-- Schedule consVaint(SCED)
• COCOMO factors encoded with a lookup table to relate
qualitative and quantitative values
Figure24.Auto|fadeAutomaticallyAssignstheCorrect Numeric Value to Each COCOMO Cost Dr/vet
to ProvideConsistency.
5.4.2.6.3 Size and Productivity
Autotrade provides the capability to specify CSCI size (in source lines of code) and
parameters affecting productivity. The amount of reuse within the software life-cycle may
be explicitly specified on 3 different levels: integration, design, and code. Each of these
parameters affects the life-cycle uniquely. Combination of reuse percentages, using a
heuristic relationship, provides a productivity measure for the CSCI. Figure 25 provides a
pictorial view of CSCI size specification and the overall content of this component within
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the model. Figure 26 shows various ways that derived productivity parameters may be
presented to the user.
• Source Lines of Code estimates may be e_
distributions .r.m.., b...I • csc,=ork.,i ,/0.=, Is.C)._,
m
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• Amount of reuse is
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• Reuse percentages are
combined using a
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• Reuse end SLOCS ere
specified on a
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Figure 25. A-ufotrade Permits Uncertain Size Estimate= for Each CSCI to be Used for Derivation
Productivity Parameters.
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• Productivity values (distributions) are generated per CSCI and as a
composita
• Total SLOCS (distributions) are generated per CSCl and as a composite
Figure 26. CSCI Productivity Measures May Be Analyzed From Several Perspecfives.
S.4_6.4 Autonomy Levels Definition
Autonomy level definitions, derived under Rockwell IR&D funds, specify system
capabilities to various degrees of sophistication [7]. These levels range from open-loop
systems to totally self-suffldent systems. The levels, originally targeted toward spacecraft,
have been extended to include ground segment functionality as welL Assignment of these
capabilities is per C5CI. The specification of autonomy levels is a means for describing
sophistication and complexity of the software domain for the system capab'_iti_ _ a whole.
These levels can be used to perform sensitivity analyses on cost versus sophisUcauon, ires
capability encourages cost/benefit analysis for the software in a space system. Figure 27
depicts the graphical element in the model along with the summary autonomy level
definition per ground segment function.
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• Baseline autonomy levels are specified per CSCI
• Autonomy levels are defined as an extension to the JPL "levels of
autonomy" study (1981)
D Generated using Rockwell IR&D funds
• Beseline levels are used to estimate effort (cost) on a relative besls to the
designed level
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Figure27. SpecifP..ationof Autonomy levelper CSCI SupportsSoftwareCost BenefitAnalysisfor
SpaceSystems.
S.4_6J CSCI Identification
CSCIs are uniquely identified and defined within Autotrade by assigning qualitative values
to each of the COCOMO cost drivers and specifying the autonomy levels to be investigated.
F ,,e 28p,ovidesa ph c,1viewof  pab .esThe  te,,,d
as a qualitative value and Autotracle converts it to a numeric eqmvmen_ zur
COCOMO equations. Figure 29 shows the cost factors presented in a format that allows quick
comparison of the relative values. COCOMO equations generate summary cost and duration
values per each CSCI identified in the model.
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Figure 28. Cost Drir_r Values Are Specified For Each C$CI Permitting Detailed Anal_ of the
Envisioned System.
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5.4.2.6.6 Summary An,d_Is
Autotrade provides a summary analysis capability. Total software cost and productivity
measures are presented for each level of sophistication envisioned by the user. This
capability provides a top-level cost/benefit analysis without investigating the detail of the
model. Of course, users are free to examine all levels of detail in the model at their leisure.
The breadth of analysis can be manipulated from the top level, as well, by varying the
autonomy levels to be investigated. Figure 30 provides a graphical representation of the
s_ analysis capabilities provided by Autotrade.
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Figure30. Summary Trade-offAnalysisisSupportedby PresentingCostsand ProductivityMmsures
Over a Range ofAutonomy Levels.
5.4_6.7 Au_eSununm'y
Autotrade is a software cost environment, developed using Rockwell IR&D funds, that
generates cost, duration, and productivity measures based on the COCOMO model. It
expands upon the industry de facto model by adding the elements of autonomy levels,
probability and sensitivity analysis. It is a highly interactive environment capable of
handling uncertain input values and examining a range of sophistication levels. These
capabilities encourage its use early in programs where there is a high degree of uncertainty
within the problem domain both for estimates and system capabilities.
Autotrade is a valuable stand-alone model for costing space system software for ground and
space segments. The ALCM framework allows it as an add-on module for sophisticated -
software costing of an entire system life-cycle. Its interactive environment is the same as the
ALCM framework itself. As such, it shares the benefits of ALCM: ease of use, interactive
dialogs promoting iterative refinement of cost estimates, and graphical representation of
answers to aid complex problem domain understanding. Autotrade was easily integrated
into the ALCM framework during this contractual effort.
5.4.3 Framework Capabilities Summary
The ALCM framework prototype has met its objectives as presented in the Objectives
(Section 3). The Framework Overview (Section 5.4.1) presented the near-term objectives in
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the context of the framework implementation. The subsequent sections provided a road
map of the capabilities within the prototype.
The following table (Table 20) provides a compact review of objectives satisfaction within
the context of the prototype implementation.
Risk analysis
Objectives
Temporal representation
Integrated documentation
Multiple fidelity levels
Spreadsheet paradigm
Graphics (histogram, line charts)
Model structure
Manual vs. automation
l l
Prototype Features
General capabilities
Uncertain variables allowed on engineering
estimates for automation implementation and
potential
Cost accounting and analysis options partitioned
by fife-cycle phase
Each model object has an attached documentation
card that may include description, background,
source, legacy, and explanation
Models are amenable to decomposition to the
lowest practical and required level of detail
Output/display capabilities
Cost and WBS elements are related through the
use of matrices
Model variables and resultant analyses are
presented as a series of line and bar charts
The model composition is graphically
represented using hierarchical influence
dia_ams
Comparative analysis
Explicitaccountingof the"implementation
method occurswith uniqueWIY3s.Bottom-line
analysisyieldsa singlemeasure-of-meritfor
automation in a particularapplication
Table 20. The ALCM Framework Prototype Has Met the Program's Objectives.
6. Model Validation
6.L Overview
Model validation for LCC models is a difficult problem. Projections for new programs are
theoretically impossible to prove since the events have yet to occur. Complete model
validation occurs only after the fact. Models executed in parallel with on-going programs
are constantly being tested. However, getting to the point of being trusted again brings in the
question of validation. How then, does one validate (i.e., gain a high level of confidence) an
LCC model?
Our approach is to provide a plan, developed with NASA concurrence, that balances the
desired, or required, level of confidence in the model solutions to the time and fiscal
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constraints imposed. On the basis of the agreed foundation that models, by their very
nature, abstract real world situations so that the solutions are tractable, ultimate validation
will never be achieved. However, many steps may be taken that support a degree of
confidence in the model's results. Our plan consists of a three level process listed below:.
• Construct Validation m This level provides the lowest level of validation and a
corresponding increase in the confidence of results. This level requires that the
variables and algorithms contained in the model appear to be correct through
desktop analysis, There is direct relationship among the degree of validation
from this level to the expertise and prestige of the model reviewers. It is our
intent to use recognized experts within Rockwell and NASA for this process.
• Concurrent Validation m This level provides higher degrees of validation than
Construct Validation and has associated increases in result confidence. This
portion of the process compares the results of the model in question to those
models and data that are deemed to be equivalent. This is similar to testing to a
"gold standard." The problems that this level generates are the identification of
the comparable models/data, and the actual need for the model in question ff
other devices are available for use. It could be presupposed that the newer model
has additional capabilities from the "trusted" model/data. This level is the goal
for the demonstration product generated during this contractual effort.
• Predictive Validation m This level is highest that can be achieved in our process. An
existing model generates, or the data already exists, several test cases for
comparison to the model in test. The testing standard data is empirical; it is the
result of actual program execution and associated costs. Autotrade uses this
validation type. Several analogous programs were used as a basis for the
calibration coefficients.
6.2. Sample Scenario
The tile re-waterproofing application provides the scenario to demonstrate ALCM
framework prototype capabilities. Detailed modelling for the mobil base platform and
manipulator system increases model confidence. The application provides the opportunity
to provide proof-of-concept prototype examples. These capabilitiese include hierarchical
model construction, use and comparison of estimation methodologies, temporal modelling
aspects, and detailed model documentation.
Section 5.3 provides a narrative of the engineering system, section 5.4 contains several
"screens" of the prototype while Appendix 9.3 includes rudimentary user notes.
7. Comments and Conclusions
The ALCM contract is progressing within the defined scope arid. funds established. Appendix
9.4 contains pertinent programmatic information. This report incorporates comments,
questions, and suggestions from Technical Interchange Meetings #1 and #2. Appendices 9.1
and 9.2 contain copies of the briefing material for reference purposes.
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An operations concept has been developed for the Automation Life-cycle Cost Model. This
includes far- and near-term objectives. This report documents envisioned operational
modes, user options, development phases, proposed products, and advanced technology
plans. These topics were discussed during TIM #I.
An ALCM exists based on previous modelling efforts, known and obtainable data sources,
and advanced technology impact determination. Development steps include architecture
definition, reuse of existing models, DEMOS plan definition, and friendly user interface
creation. This framework prototype was demonstrated during TIM #2.
An ALCM framework prototype exists. It capitalizes upon the robust DEMOS development
environment including such features as hierarchical model decomposition, key parameter
def'mition, historical data injection, and probabilistic model development. The
implementation includes cost drivers and their relationships within the life-cycle. A
friendly user interface provides access to probabilistic models, and table-driven and
constant parameters. A robotic application scenario executes within the framework
prototype.
DEMOS is an existing capability within Rockwell. Not only is the tool gaining widespread
acceptance, training courses are springing up throughout the Corporation. The Rockwell
Palo Alto Laboratory (RPAL) is promoting and assisting other Divisions in its use. RPAL is an
active participate on this contract.
Table 21 contains the major comments and conclusions generated during this contractual
effort.
• All phases of a system's lifetime must be examined to accurately determine life-cycle costs and
potentials cost savings with the application of A&R.
• Examination of the all components within a space system supports Design to Life-cycle Cost
(DTLCC) goals.
• A standardized approach to life-cycle cost models is possible with the use of accepted life-cycle
phase definitions.
• Program-specific work breakdown structures provide flexible and powerful mechanisms for
costing space systems potentially using A&R.
• Providing a variety of cost estimation methods improves model results and encourages analyst
usage.
• A friendly user interface encourages iterative refinement of the life--cycle cost model providing
improved results and increased confidence in those results.
• The ALCM framework is extensible with specialized modules as shown by the inclusion of the
Autotrade software costing model.
• Decision analysis capabilities provide unique opportunities for review of life-cycle cost trade-
offs.
Table 21. The ALCM Framework Examines the Entire System Life-cycle to Maximize Cost Savings
Potential.
I I
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7.1 Suggested Improvements to the ALCM
First it should be stated that the technical objectives that we are pursuing, regarding the
development of this cost model, are four-fold:
(1) The model should be user friendly.
(2) The model should support the design process and assist in making design decisions.
That is, the user should be able to determine which hardware/software items are
driving costs and should be able to perform trade studies and sensitivity analyses
against a number of variables.
(3) The model should be able to perform cost analysis according to the data available---
via a top-down or a bottom-up approach.
(4) The model should inherently possess as much related information as possible to: (a)
minimize off-line calculations which introduce user/customer suspicions, (b) clearly
document the system being modeled, and (c) depict the relationships between the
variables and how the model is performing it calculations.
The following suggestions represent required/additional capabilities that could be added to
the present ALCM model and will support the technical objectives outlined above.
• Provide system descriptors (i.e., mass and volume dimensions, fabrication material, etc.) at
each hardware level of indenture.
• Put some, or all, of the descriptors mentioned in item (2) above, in the initial screens of the
ALCM. Further, add such items as source of data, appropriate ranges of application, etc., to the
menu of variable descriptors, in the ALCM.
• Provide a capability to generate Theoretical First Unit (TFU) costs for the various elements of
the hardware breakdown structure within the model. This capability should be in two forms:
(1) a top-down parametric approach, and (2) a bottom-up or accounting approach.
• Provide a relational table of common spacecraft materials and associated costing CERs for use
with the generation of TFU and production costs.
• Provide "toggle switches," at the appropriate hardware indenture--similar to the switch
between manual and automated options--for determining costs associated with top-down
and/or bottom-up analysis approaches.
• Provide a capability at the appropriate hardware levels, for the automated option, to assess
cost impacts of different levels of automation, technology and complexity factors.
• Integrate ALCM framework with database systems to maximize use of existing data.
• Provide a tool to facilitate cost engineers expressing expert judgment as probability
distributions.
• Improve tools for automated report generation.
• Integrate with existing project management tools capabile of Program Evaluation Review
Technique (PERT), Gantt charts, and Critical Path Analysis (CPA).
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• Improve tools for managing costestimation libraries.
• Provide training materials for ALCMusers including tutorials, on-line model explanation,
guides for model extension, interpretation, and analysis.
Currently, the model treats thesystem and its inherent description independent of one
another. A user cannot explicitly "see" alternative system descriptions and their impacts on
costs, because the model currently deals only with "quantities" associated with a given
system, not its descriptors. For instance,selecting titanium as an alternative material to
aluminum is easily understood by a user, but the current model only depicts change
numbers and the user does not necessarily know that titanium was selected over the
aluminum. By including the system hardware description as a part of the model definition,
a user will have clear visibility into what elements of a system are driving costs. Providing
these system descriptors, as well as a characterization of the data fidelity and history, at the
variable definition level (Figure 31) will allow a user to "browse" through the model to see
exactly what the system is, how it is defined, and how it is being modeled.
........ ....... object
o_
i
_o.o..o.o..o,..,.o.o,oo.ooo I
II
,.....................................,
........................,............."
Figure 31. Sample ALCM Object Definition Window With Provisions For System Descriptions and Data
Legacy/Fiddity.
In a parametric, or top-down analysis approach, several cost elements are factored from the
TFU. Again, it will not be explicitly clear to the user what exactly is driving costs, because
presently our model requires that the user calculate the TFU cost off-line. The model
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constructionenables the A_ to calculate_ costs.And depending on the sources of
data and program maturity,the ALCM model should be capable of generating parametric or
accounting-based _'U costs.These Tl_ costsneed to be accomplished at the lowest
appropriate levelsof the hardware indenture,as depicted in Figure 32.
\
11:U
\
TFU
Figure 32. Pwmetr_ vs. j_cou,flng Methods For Determining TFU Costs For The Various Elements of .4
Sample Robot_ System.
It should be recogniz___ that a try. y. _gen '
standpoint that the database containing au po ._tv,c ,._,___ ..... ,-_ ,_-_o _o-,o_ but is ,uicldv
ImpoSsible to maintain. The GE PRICE H CER eta pp
becoming obsolete with the rapid advances in technology.Itmay be feasibleto download
the GE PRICE H data as an externalmodule to the ALCM envlronment-however, in the next
phase thiswould merely be a demonstration, and not a conclusion.The addition of a table
of common materials (item #4) and CERs directly related to the "Material Type" field in
Figure 31, is possible within the ALCM framework. This would not only add a "hint" of
general application to the model, but would also make the model more user friendly.
Currently, ff one is working with a top-down model, the required input must be of a
parametric nature, and conversely, if the model is an accounting-based model, the input to
support the model must be of an accounting nature. Unless a model is being generated for a
specific purpose, a generic tool does not currently exist which can perform both analyses
simultaneously. Adding the provision for looking atcosts from either a top-down or
bottom-up viewpoint (Figure 33) will give the Rockwell ALCM tool a capability not present
in any existing model. This capability will enable a user to enter parametric data for discrete
elements where only parametric data is available, and to enter accounting type data, for
those discrete elements where there is sufficient historical accounting data. In addition, a
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model possessing this kind of capability allows a user to assess, in real-time, the validity of
his parametric estimates as he obtains the bottom-up data.
Figure 33. ALCM Modal Will Perform Simultaneous Bottom-Up and Top-Dozon Cost Analysis and
Assess Validity of Parametric Relationships.
NASA and DoD recognize different levels of automation (and robotics) and different levels
of technology maturity. Presently, in the assessment of an automated mode, the model
treats automation as only a single point scalar. This value can be changed to reflect varying
levels of automation, but it must be calculated off-line. The model should possess a feature
that would allow a user to assess various levels of automation (and technology maturity)
for each hardware element of the automated option. This could be easily accomplished by
adding a table/list of fixed options, and then calculate costs according to a determined
algorithm relating level of automation, technology factors, level of complexity, etc. This
capability is present, however, in the separable module Autotrade. The integration of this
model within the ALCM framework has been investigated and can be accomplished with
minimal risk. Autotrade is a proof-of-concept prototype for this feature.
7.2 Follow-on ALCM Effort Statement of Work
This effort's scope definition, implementation, and validation of a life-cycle cost model
tailored toexamining manual and automation method options for space systems. The
follow-on effort to the Automation Life-cycle Cost Model (ALCIvi) encourages an iterative
tool development. This involves the partitioning of effort into at least 3 separate
development cycles. Each cycle contains requirement definition, design, prototyping, system
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fielding, and analysis tasks. Events at the end of each cycle include a Technical Interchange
Meeting (TIM), software demonstration, and associated documentation delivery. This
iterative process provides ample opportunity for complete requirements understanding and
mature product delivery. This contractual effort uses informal meetings and contractor-
format documentation.
Task 1. Model Usage
This task identifies models for integration into the ALCId framework. Identified models
may exist within and outside Rockwell International and NASA. Rockwell International
provides model applicability judgment. Rockwell International accommodates suggested
models from NASA within the scope of this contractual effort.
Subtask 1.1. Identify Model
This subtask identifies known models within and outside Rockwell International and
NASA that support the objectives of the ALCIvl. A starting point is the Phase I contractual
effort results. This subtask evaluates the spplicability of identified models. Models need not
be entirely applicable to the ALCM effort. Use of applicable model components is encouraged
where practical.
Subtask 1.2. Evaluate Integration Potential
This subtask analyzes model integration potential. Areas factoring into the model potential
include applicability to the ALCM, ease of integration, and framework utility.
Subtask 1.3. Integrate Models
Selection screening precedes integration of selected models into the ALCId framework. This
integration results in software integration of separate modules or the redevelopment of the
model within the ALCM framework environment. Software integration may include the
expansion of ALCM and DEMOS capabilities. . _
Task 2. Data Usage
This task identifies data for Cost Estimating Relationships applicable for integration into the
ALCM framework. Identified data may exist within or outside Rockwell International and
NASA. Ease of data accessibility encourages maximum use of existing data within those two
organizations.
Subtask 2.1. Identify Data
This subtask identifies known data within and outside Rockwell International and NASA
that support the models in the ALCM framework. A starting point is the use of Phase I data
and identified sources.
Subtask 2.2. Evaluate Database Integration Potential
This subtask investigates the integration potential of existing databases. The evaluation
criteria may include computer platform, geographical location, amount of data, applicability
to the ALCM objectives, and applicability to the existing framework.
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Subtask 2.3. Create Access To Data
This subtask is responsible for allowing use of identified data within the ALCM framework.
The data may be preexisting or generated by a modelling capability. The data need not
reside within the ALCM framework itself but, at a minimum, be accessible to it.
Subtask 2.3.L Integrate Database Query Mechanism
This subtask involves the alteration of the ALCM framework (and possibly DEMOS) to
accommodate the query mechanisms of the native database controlling the desired data.
This integration effort results in a seamless environment for the user to access and
manipulate pertinent data.
Subtask 2.3.2. Populate Internal Database
This subtask involves the use of database capabilities within the ALCM framework.
Identified data populates this database. The ALCM framework provides data access
mechanisms without reliance on external database modules. Manipulation of existing data
to fit within existing ALCM (and DEMOS) constraints is within the scope of this task.
Task 3. Graphi_ _User Interface Refinement _ ...............
Graphical user interface (GUI) refinement accommodates changes in the operational
environment originally envisioned for the ALCM. The Phase I effort identified new
elements. Changes encountered during Phase II will be addressed and evaluated as they
occur.
Subtask 3.1. Identify Graphical User Interface Requirements
The first step for refining the GUI is the identification of requirements. These may include
new items generated during the Phase I effort and extensions required for the incorporation
of models and data.
Subtask 3.1.1. New Requirements
New requirements may impose changes on the existing ALC/vl framework prototype. These
requirements may have already been identified during the Phase I effort (e.g., system
descriptors).
Subtask 3.1.2. Accommodate Extensions to Models and Data
The use of new models and data within the ALCM framework may create GUI requirements.
Requirement consideration, on a case-by-case basis, includes the extent of changes to the
existing system, system utility after the extension, and ease of change to the existing
framework.
Subtask 3.2. Design Graphical User Interface Improvements
GUI design includes consideration for the identified requirements, computing platform and
environment, and long-term objectives for the ALCM. The design capitalizes on the existing
ALCM framework prototype capabilities. Minimization of major changes to the existing
ALCM (and underlying DEMOS environment) reduce risk and contract cost. Full use of
DEMOS capabilities provides a consistent and mature software system.
V
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_ Subtask 3.3. Imple-ment Graphical User Interface Improvements
The identified design changes result in the ALCM framework prototype being modified.
Modifications to the ALCM framework and, possibly, the DEMOS environment provide new
user capabilities and modes.
Subtask 3.4. Validate Graphical User Interface Improvements
Fielding the prototype system within Rockwell International and NASA organizations
provides GUI validation for this contract. Identification and incorporation of appropriate
end-user comments on system utility are products of this subtaslc
Task 4. Model Refinement
The Phase II prototype incorporates areas of model refinement identified during the Phase I
effort• These changes reflect analysis work accomplished during that phase. The changes
require minimal alterations to the overall prototype architecture. The refinement extends
the utility of the Phase I prototype within the scope of automation versus manual analysis.
Subtask 4.1. Expand Cost Analysis Capablities
The Phase I framework prototype enforced a bottom-up cost analysis for the modelled
system. This phase provides an expanded capability to select the analysis method based on
the availability of data. Phase II prototype enhancements include support of bottom-up and
top-down methods.
Subta._sk 4.1.1. Top-down Analysis
Access to cost estimating relationships applicable to the automated versus manual system
supports top-down analysis• User discretion dictates CER usage• Selection of the appropriate
CER and top-down method provide the Phase H prototype enough information to generate
a life-cycle cost for the automated space system and manual alternative.
Subtask 4.10,.. Bottom-up __A_,,.lySuis....rtsthe bottom-up analysismethod. The
The Phase I frameworl< "p_totype c_.,.e_nuY _"FVA_ customer comments may result in
Phase II prototype retains this capavmo/• ,-,:,_ ,-,'-"
extensions to the current capabilities.
Subtask 40. Provide System Descriptor Capabilities
Phase II prototype improvements include definition and incorporation of system
descriptors. This information includes, but is not limited to, material type, system weight
• rovides a summary level description of the system being modelled.
and volume This p ............ 'e com,_nent and system cost• These
Top-down analysis CERs use m_ese aara to__,:,,_i.,'_l U_terface Improvements).
capabilities affect Subtask 3.3 (Implement c;rapm
Subtask 4.3. Provide Theoretical First Unit Generation Mechanism
Top-down analysis calculates several costs from the Theoretical First Unit (TFU) cost. The
capability shall be provided to generate the TFU based on either parametric or accounting
data. The Phase II prototype permits the association of a TFU to the lowest level hardware
definition entered by the user.
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Subtask 4.4. Create Common Materials Cost Estimating Relationship Table
Material type and weight are typically the basis of component CElts for space system costing.
The availability of a table relating common materials used in space systems to accepted CElts
enhances cost model performance. This is the start of providing cost analysis tools within
the ALCM framework. This is a far-term objective of the ALCM. This subtask may use and
integrate existing data. This capability affects Task 2 (Data Usage).
Subtask 4.5. Extend Autonomy/Automation Levels Capability Throughout
Model
A far-term ob_'tive of the ALCM is to provide the ability for sensitivity analysis of the
amount of automation provided within a space system. The Phase I prototype supports a
discrete function for the hardware specification of a system. The software cost modelling
partition permits the identification and analysis of several levels of automation. This
subtask provides a consistent interface to this capability.
Subtask 4.6 Extend Software Cost Modelling Capability
The Phase I prototype contains a separable software costing module based on the COCOMO
model. Phase 1I efforts fully integrate this module into the ALCM framework. System
enhancements include additional modelling capabilities of COCOMO. The additions may
include, but are not limited to, use of the detailed COCOMO model, implementation
language sensitivities, and calibration features.
Task 5. Cost Estimating Relationship Creation
The scope of the Phase I effort permitted the limited generation of Cost Estimating
Relationships (CElts) to support the execution of a demonstration costing scenario. Phase I
also identified pertinent CERs as well as the need for additional relationships. This task
expands on the Phase I effort to generate a library of CERs applicable to automated and
manual space systems through the identification and creation of applicable equations.
Subtask 5.L Generate Automation Cost Estimating Relationships for
Specified Application(s)
This subtask creates CElts pertaining to automation as applied to space systems.
Identification of terrestrial applications and their extrapolation to space and non-terrestrial
domains is in the scope of this subtask. This subtask requires analysis of existing data within
and outside Rockwell International and NASA.
Subtask 5.2. Generate Robotics Cost Estimating Relationships for Specified
Application(s)
This subtask creates CERs pertaining to robotics as applied to space systems. Identification of
terrestrial applications and their extrapolation to space and non-terrestrial domains is in
the scope of this subtask. This subtask requires analysis of existing data within and outside
Rockwell International and NASA.
em_
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Subtask 5.3. Generate Manual Cost Estimating Relationships for Specified
Application(s)
This subtask creates CERs pertaining to manual methods as applied to space systems.
Identification of terrestrial applications and their extrapolation to space and non-terrestrial
domains is in the scope of this subtask. This subtask requires analysis of existing data within
and outside Rockwell International and NASA.
Task 6. Scenario Management
A system description and associated set of cost data and relationships constitute a scenario.
This task generates, executes, and analyzes scenarios within the ALCM framework
environment. Rockwell International may generate or NASA may provide these scenarios.
Subtask 6.1. Scenario Generation
Scenario generation consists of the identification of a space system configuration and
selection of various data and relationships. This subtask's accomplishments include
documentation and unique identification of this data set. This subtask is responsible for the
maintenance of the scenario set used in the ALCM.
Subtask 6.2. Scenario Execution
Transformation of a scenario into an executable form and the execution of the ALCM
framework prototype on the data constitutes a scenario execution. This subtask requires
documentation of a scenario and associated ALCM results.
Subtask 6.3. Scenario Analysis
Examination of scenario execution documentation and provision of results' synopsis
comprise scenario analysis. This subtask provides interpretation of data validity and
sensitivity. The analysis results are appended to, and maintained with, the previous
scenario documentation.
Task 7. Report Generation
Report generation is at least once per development cycle in the form of working papers.
These reports contain all pertinent information generated and documented by Rockwell
International in support of this contract. The draft final report is in contractor format and
contains the cumulative documentation from the interim reports to date. The final report,
whose basis is the draft final report, incorporates questions, comments, and suggestions
resulting from NASA review of the draft.
Task 8. ALCM Software
Rockwell International provides software comprising the ALCM to NASA that is capable of
operating on a Macintosh II computer.
Task 9. Technical Interchange Meetings
Rockwell International supports NASA with the preparation and attendance of one
Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) per development cycle. At least one TIM will be
conducted at Rockwell International's Space Systems Division (Seal Beach, CA facility). At
least one TIM will be conducted at NASA ARC (Sunnyvale, CA).
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Automation Life Cycle Cost Model for the Space Station and Space Shuttle:
User's Manual
The key product of the NASA-Ames "Automation Life Cycle Model" contract with Rockwell
Space Systems Division (SSD), is a Demos model, ALCM. This model was developed at Rock-
well Palo Alto Lab (RPAL) and SSD to analyze life cycle cost and benefit of automation, as
applied to a particular Space Shuttle ground-based task, Tile Waterproofing. The model
demonstrates an integrated cost analysis tool, to support system design, project management, and
risk analysis. In these days of scarce resources for aerospace projects, integrated treatment of these
issues is increasingly seen as critical at NASA as well as DOD.
The ALCM model is implemented in Demos (Decision Modeling System) which is a general mod-
eling environment for uncertain quantitative models. Demos runs on Macintosh computers, and
was developed at Carnegie Mellon University. The ALCM model is illustrated by applying it to a
specific task, waterproofing the Space Shuttle tiles between launches. The current technique for
waterproofing tiles between shuttle launches is both risk and labor intensive. It requires injection of
a highly toxic chemical into each tile by hand by a technician dressed in protective suiting while
standing on a ladder. For safety, the operation can be carried on only during third shift. SSD is
developing a robotic rover-based system to automatically locate each tile, and to apply the
waterproofing substance. This operation can occur at anytime during the shuttle's ground based
period, since the robot end-effector contains and quantifies the amount of the substance absorbed
by each tile, and can meter the success of each application. While the initial R&D costs for the
automated system exceed those for the manual system, the model suggests reduction in Operation
-& Support costs will result in significant payback in the lifetime of the automated system.
The ALCM was developed to compare the overall costs of the automated and the manual methods,
over the major three phases of a project (R&D, I&A, O&S). The model includes a standard Work
Breakdown Structure, the major phases with detailed cost elements for each l_hase, both top-down
and bottom-up costing techniques, including Cost Estimating Relationships obtained from analysis
of past projects, and the effect of schedule delays on overall costs. The model includes software
cost analysis based on a DEMOS version of the COCOMO model, an industry standard.
v
Purpose of this Document
This document provides the user with the ability to navigate and explore the Tile WaterProofing
model without requiring detailed knowledge of Demos. It is meant to be used in parallel with exe-"
VV
cution of the model on a Macintosh. Itwill support the user in understanding and demonstrating
this model as a framework for Life Cycle Costing. It navigates through each of the major submod-
els of the main model, providing detail on specific nodes and their values. While the model runs on
any Mac II, it is most effective for viewing on at least a 19" monitor, Demos will, however, relo-
cate the windows appropriately for any size screen, including a PowerBook.
General Background for running the LifeCycleCost Model
There are several types of windows displayed within DEMOS, including the diagram, object, and
value windows. The diagram window shows the overall relationships of objects, or nodes. These
nodes include chance variables (rounded rectangles) which may be assigned probabilistic input val-
ues, decision variables (rectangles) over which the modeler has control, and submodels (dark out-
lined rounded rectangles) which allow the modeler to build his model in a hierarchical manner,
with varying degrees of detail shown as appropriate. Arrows indicate the "influence" of one node
on another. The top level diagram window is displayed when the model is opened; submodels may
be displayed by double-clicking on the submodel node. For each object (i.e. node or diagram)
there is an associated object window. The object window is accessed by double-clicking on a
node, or by highlighting the node and selecting the object window icon from the left menu of the
diagram window. The object window contains all attributes of the object, such as its class, variable
name, title as it is displayed on the node in the diagram, description including any assumptions or
qualifications, definition or relationship of this object to other objects which influence its value,
and a list of any input and output variables. The user can request display of the variable's values as
a table or graph format by clicking on view buttons in an object or diagram window, to produce
what is known in this document as the value window. The value window displays the current
value of the variable. Examples of all these windows are included in the following documentation.
It should be noted that the attribute pane of the diagram windows should be kept open while run-
ning this model. This can display an attribute, such as description, definition, or value of a selected
node. It is opened by clicking on the mailbox flag in the lower left comer of a diagram window.
While representatives of all the submodels are expanded in this document, the greatest level of de-
tail on how to navigate and evaluate the model is provided with the toplevel model and the first
submodel, Tile WaterProofing Manual. Subsequent models will be expanded primarily with re-
spect to their purpose in Life Cycle Costing, with fewer navigation details.
_v
oToo Level Diagram:
Diagram • Automation Options TileWaterpro_
TileWaterProoflng I AutomationOption J
Manual
Effect of
Schedule Delays
Cost Value of 1Analysis _ Automation
i _leWaterProofing [
_. Automated __,)
This diagram is displayed on initial startup of the model (initiated by double clicking on the file
ALCM). It indicates the comparison of the Manual and the Automated techniques by performance
of Cost Analysis over the life cycle of the projects. The Manual, Automated, and Cost Analysis
nodes are all submodels, and can be displayed by double-clicking on them; they are expanded on
subsequent pages of this document. In addition, the Rate submodel includes the information nee-
essary to convert labor hours to dollar amounts, and the Effect of Schedule Delays expands to
show the effect of timing delays on the overall costs of the project. The decision variable is Auto-
mation Option, i,e., whether to automate or not. The value variable, or objective, is the Value of
Automation, which when displayed indicates the dollar amount that automation is expected to
save over the manual technique. The object window for any node in the diagram window may be
displayed by clicking on the object window icon on the left of the diagram window. The value of
variables can be displayed by highlighting the variable's node, clicking on the right arrow from the
icon menu to select the type of display, and clicking on the view icon to initiate the display.
The user should note the attribute pane displayed at the bottom of the diagram; since no specific
node is currently highlighted, the description is that of the overall diagram. The contents of the
pane may vary, by user choice. By clicking on the button Description, a set of other options is dis-

played,anyof whichmaybeselected.Theseoptionsincludeall theattributesof theobjectcurrent-
ly selected,suchasdefinition,name,class,etc. This attributepaneis very usefulin navigatingthe
modelasit providesparalleldescriptionsof theelementsof themodel;it is openedby clicking
onceon themailbox flag icon in the lower left of thediagramwindow.
Eachof thesubmodelsareexpandedin subsequentpages.Thehighestlevelof detailonnavigation,
definition,andvaluedisplayis incorporatedin thefirst submodel,Tile WaterProofing,Manual
Submodel.Subsequentsubmodelsaredescribedmorewith respectto their purposeandtherela-
tionshipsof their nodes.
v_j
Tile WaterProofing, Manual Submodel;.
(_R&DPhase Costs'_
, - , oln_gm_
_O&SPhase Cos,'s_
_Manua, (peryear)_J-__
years •
.
I
\ J
This diagram/submodel is dis-
played by double-clicking on the
Tile WaterProofing Manual sub-
model of the top level diagram.
It is at the second level of the hi-
erarchy as shown by the hierar-
chy expansion icon at the top,
second icon from the left. This
indication of hierarchy is pre-
sented if the user has chosen
Show Model Hierarchy in the
preferences dialog of the edit
menu.
M.J
This model provides entry of data in a bottom up method, where the modeler enters values for actu-
al hours and capital costs for each of the three major phases of the manual implementation of the
project. It should be noted that the detailed cost elements of each phase are identical for all
projects, providing a consistent interface to the user. The modeler also enters the expected lifetime
for the project by defining the values for Operational years and Flights per year. These values
impact the O&S phase costs of the project.
Again, the attribute pane is open; in this case, since the R&D Phase Costs, Manual node is high-
lighted, a description of that node is displayed. By double-clicking on that node, or by selecting
the object window icon when the node is highlighted, the object window for the node is displayed,
as shown in figure 3 below.
As previously stated, this window documents all the attributes of the object, including its name,
tide, description, definition, and input and output variables. The actual values entered for this table
may be viewed by selecting the "crossbar" icon, or may be modified by clicking on the Edit Table
buuon of the def'mition. All the fields in the object window are either editable or are used as navi-
gation aids. Input or Output variables, when selected, will display that variable's object window.
The edit table is shown in figure 4.

il erPr fin Manu 1 u m del on in ed
f
I_scrlpdon: /_ I_search & _.Jopn_t (r_r) costs for for each cost element of
the rLdphaseofthe I/_ual project.
Itis p0ssll_ethat somecost-elements_il bebappropriate,and_ be
set to O.
I_finition: [ Edit Table )indexed by I_D Phase CostE]u_nts
Inputs: _ __c0stel... _1) I_se _tE]ements
Outputs:[ R&D $ Manual v I
Figure 3: Object Window for node titled
R&D Phase Costs, Manual
Variable type,
name, and units.
Variable tide, used
as diagram labels.
Description, used to
document relationships
and assumptions.
Definition; may be a list
an expression, or a table
Input and output vari-
ables; may be used for
navigation.
J
As previously stated, this object window documents all the attributes of the object, including its
name, title, description, definition, and input and output variables. The actual values entered for
the table definition may be viewed by selecting the "crossbar" icon, or may be modified by clicking
on the Edit Table button of the definition. All the fields in the object window are either editable or
are used as navigation aids. Input or Output variables, when selected, will display that variable's
object window. The edit table is shown in figure 4.
f_
Edlt Table • R&D Phase Costs Manual (labor & capltal unlts)
_ i 1, O I_.,=- CostlFle.nt. " Choose Indlce. }
_o=._o_p.ents._L_&_____.r/- sso
_ oducibilit y Eng_&pla_.ng__o._.)___ - 275
rool_ (capita/ o.4_
_Manum ct._2 _(_t_it_a_r/_ 6..,
I)at80abor) coo
_¢ste= Test & Fvai_0_l)ow)
Tr _1_1_..___. ,, 40
o
so_wre Oabp._r)_ .____-_
OrJher I_bor)
Figure 4: Input table for Manual R&D Costs, Bottom Up
J
This value window is accessed
by clicking on the Edit Table but-
ton in the description of the node
R&D Phase Costs, Manual; this
button is found in the object win-
dow and in the attribute pane if
Definition is selected.
For each cost element (Develop-
ment Engineering etc) the model-
er enters the appropriate value
for either labor hours or capital
dollars, in the bottom up ap-
proach to costing.

(Tile WaterProofing, Manoal Sub model, continued/
As shown in the diagram window, figure 2, these values are then operated upon by the appropriate
rate vector, and are summed with values from the other phases to determine the overall costs of the
Manual project. These table entries may be entered as probabilistic or deterministic. To enter a
probabilistic value, the modeler may type the distribution and its parameters directly into a table
cell, or may select a template from the library menu, as shown for the definition of Operational
years in figure 5 below. This use of a template from the library is to define a probabilistic func-
tion, but the modeler may select from a variety of existing function libraries to define variables.
¢"_ 4 File [dlt Object Graph_Olo_li'am Window
Math _ I
I
ChoncedlstlRrraul,Rrrout{,lndellt))
rumdist(Rrroyt(,IndeN I))
rrecUles(Rrroyt)
Objot_dis I|RrroUl{.I ndaxt))
_nlform($celor,|¢alor)
.t
Oval, on: nonmd(2$,l)
o,,_,_:[ ro.-..,._..,.rm,,,_ "i
Figure 5: Using a template from the library
to define a variable; in this case, the function is probabilistic.
J
These function libraries in-
clude standard math, specific
array functions, probabilistic,
logical and other functions.
The modeler selects a function
template, which is inserted in
his definition field; he must
then correctly define the spe-
cific names of the input vari-
ables to the function.
At this point in this document,
the user has been provided in-
formation on how to browse through diagrams and nodes, how to access the attributes of a node
(object window or attribute pane), and how to enter values or definitions for variables. The user
must also have the knowledge to access value windows within a diagram, and possibly to display
the values in various modes. The value of the total manual cost of the project, organized by phase,
is shown in figure 6 below.
The three windows of figure 6 indicate the value calculated for the Manual implementation of Tile
WaterProofing, over the three major phases of the project. The fn'st window is displayed when the
user chooses the crossbar icon from either the diagram window (if the Manual Cost by phase
node is selected) or clicks on the crossbar icon from the object window for the Manual Cost by
phase node. This default window presents the data deterministically and graphically. [For a deter-
ministic display, all probabilistic input variables are assigned their midvalue prior to performing
the calculation of the specific variable's value; this provides a rapid calculation of the value, which
may be refined to fully probabilistic if the user prefers.]

J
v
Bi Mid Value * Manual C
-"-._.i
The user may then choose a tabular display of the same data by clicking on the table icon of the
graphical output. The values are then displayed in a tabular format, as shown in the bottom win-
dow of the figure. It should be noted that graphical value windows may be resized, and will scale
their contents appropriately.
If the user prefers a full probabilistic analysis, he may specify that mode explicitly by clicking on
the right triangle icon, and choosing from several options including Statistics, Probabilistic Density
Function, or Cumulative Density Function. The default is MidValue, or deterministic. The top
right window in figure 6 shows the probabilistic calculation for the three phases of Manual costs;
in this ease, both R&D and I&A are single valued, but O&S is a probabilistic variable, as indicated
by the spread of its Probability Density Function (PDF).
This document has now summarized the techniques for navigating, defining, and displaying ele-
ments of models. The documentation of subsequent submodels will be limited primarily to de-
scribing the purpose of and the interactions within that submodel; a minimum of navigation infor-
mation will be included. The submodels will be described in the order Rate, Cost Analysis, Effect
of Schedule Delay, and finally TileWaterProofing, Automated, which is the submodel with the
highest level of complexity.

This submodelis accessedby double-clicking
on theRate nodein thetoplevelmodel. It pro-
videsalevelof abstraction,wherethemodeler
canseparatelydefinelaborratesthatwill ef-
fectmultiplesegmentsof theoverallproject.
Figure7: TheRatesubmodel,
definingconversionvectorsfor all phases. factoris defined. At this time,only two fac-
torsareutilized; however,thenumberandlevelof granularityis dependentonly on themodeler.
Thevariablesdefinedin thismodeleffectcal-
culations in both the Manual and Automated
submodel calculations, since they define the
conversion rates from labor hours to Kdollars.
For each cost element per phase, a conversion
The cost elements vector for the R&D phase was shown in figure 4, above. In figure 8 below, the
cost elements vectors for the other two phases are displayed. For O&S, the format is that of an
entry table (accessed by clicking on the Edit Table button of the O&S Rate Vector definition),
where the modeler has specified the use of Labor rate as the conversion factor for a small subset
of the cost elements, with Capital rate as the primary conversion factor. Since capital values are
entered directly in the Manual and Automated submodels as dollars amounts, no real conversion is
required. However, the structure is maintained to indicate the flexibility of the Rate submodel.
The value window is displayed for the I&A rate vector, to indicate the evaluated values of the as-
signed labor and capital rates within the vector.
Edit Table • 0@$ date uoctor Mid Uelue • I_R Rote uector
\
Figure 8: Rate vectors as entered (for O&S cost elements)
and as evaiuated (for I&A cost elements).
I
!
I
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wCost Analysis Submodel:
This model is accessed by double-clicking on the Cost Analysis node of the toplevel model. Its
purpose is to combine the costs determined in the Manual and Automated submodels, and to allow
f _ the user to view these values
Ola_ram • Cost Analysis
m
.L
Automated
by phase
Total )Automated [,Costs J
De_ription ef Cost reduction for sutom'n By Phase:
]ffurence I=et_en ,lutom4ted &ml_uel, by meier phese;nepd_e l,_=icltes the_ mimu=lI=
cheaper ch4meutom=te.10_e Iskwerse.
Figure 9: The submodel for Cost Analysis,
providing different perspectives on costs.
from multiple perspectives. The
difference value is used as out-
put to define the overall value
variable of the toplevel model.
Total Automated Costs are
used as the basis of calculations
in the Effect of Schedule De-
lays submodel.
J
As indicated in figure 9, costs
are derived from those overall
costs determined per phase in
the Manual and Automated sub-
models, and may be displayed in
conjunction, or by technique (Manual or Automated), or as the difference between the two tech-
niques.
Mid Value • Cost reduction for autom'n B_I Phase ($K) l_====_a
X/_ds: _J_._=._se= v
2.
Mid Value -Coet rock.lion lot a_aGmh By Pheee elK)
gOOO,
1033
°//HI
-lOOO
RILl) Ill_
Phien
OLS
Figure 10: Automation costs are higher than manual in
• R&D and I&A phases,
k,,.. but provide cost savings in O&S phase. J
Figure 10 displays the final value
calculated in this submodel, the
difference between Manual and
Automated costs for each phase.
While it is displayed in graphical
deterministic format, it could be
displayed in tabular form. If
there are any probabilistic vari-
ables, it may be displayec_ in
probabilistic mode as well.
10
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Effect Of Schedule Delays Submodel:
This submodel, accessed by double-clicking on the Effect Of Schedule Delay node of the toplevel
diagram, determines the effect of a delay applied to the overall assigned schedule of tasks, explicit-
ly with respect to the Automation project. While it could be expanded to include assignments of
different delays to various parts of the project, this relatively naive treatment provides proof of the
concept of dealing with uncertain schedules.
Figure 11: Determining the effect of uncertain delays
_. on schedule and cost. j
As indicated in the attribute pane of
figure 11, this is a timing model, for
determining the effect of slipping
the project over time for uncertain
amounts of time; the user may
modify the initial timing schedule
contained in the input node Task
Timing or he may change the delay
values in Delay and then may ob-
serve the effects on Task Cost by
time which simply shifts the expect-
ed costs over the available years. Further, he may view the effect on costs of inflation combined
with the possibly uncertain delays. Figure 11 displays the diagram window; figures 12-14 display
the values as effected by the delays.
Mid Value • Task tlmlnj 15) r"
_Y:'[ "j rpM_ v I
.L 'ar'a V'k" "Tmk Ilmlno _|
W°
,i,4_1
_Gm Imz 1_ lm
m OIW [1_
Figure 12: input timing schedule, assigning hours per phase
per year, both in entry table and value window format.
Figure 12 indicates the schedule
as initially entered by the mod-
eler, both in tabular and graphi-
cal format. The modeler enters
the hours expected per year per
phase. These values are then
normalized, and the delay is ap-
plied to them, yielding the Task
cost by time delays. In this
case, two values were entered
for Delay by the modeler: 0,
i.e., no change, and Lognormal
(1,1.5) indicating a probabilistic
delay ranging between approxi-
11

f-fc f ch dul D la m el c ntinue
mately .5 year and 3 years. Task cost by time is then identical to the initial task timing, in the In'st
case, and is shifted right in the second case. The effect of inflation is then taken into account,
yielding the value windows shown in figure 13.
_ Mid Value • Tolal delayed co
_._1 _i.yo,.ar.)_ Vo '1
..L
i,'1 '= ^\-\"
.
°L /I-i
. -- Ill
Oil
Mid Value • Total delayed cost b_lphase (I) _--
:_[ r_- L "_'_" "l
ua v.i_ .,rou,_.uy._..-, b_ P'u" 41
" "[] :1
-I
°_ I1_
L __ OB
Figure 13: Effect on each phase, in dollars,
of no delay and of a delay of-2 years. J
As indicated, the dollar
values for a non-delayed
project peak near $2000K
for both R&D and I&A,
while O&S peaks near
$1500K. However, appli-
cation of the second delay
yields peak values closer
to $2200K. These displays
can also be presented in
probabilistic or tabular
format.
"_-'_ Mid Value .Total delo ed cost, p_
Key:_
--, x_.:l Yo." :1
ilK" I
Vikle • Total delyed ooet.per yeir
.L
"%
- I i \",,
,- I,i \',,..
/ i . ."-,",
Ilolo "ion .ltoi lliIB llitl
leenl
Key Delay lyem)
0
Figure 14: Effect of delay on total cost, for each year.
The effect of the delay on total
cost is shown in figure 14, for
each year.
As indicated, the values are
summed over all phases, and are
delayed in time as well as incre-
mented in total cost value.
Although this submodel presents Delay as a single value effecting all phases, it could readily be ex-
panded to specify independent delay values for each phase, or elements of each phase.
12

7Tile WaterProofing, Automated Submodel:
This submodel provides the most complexity of all the submodels in the toplevel model. It con-
tains submodels that utilize bottom-up techniques based on "Theoretical First Unit" values deter-
mined from previous projects (see Bottom-Up Cost Calculation submodels EndEffector, Manipula-
tor and MobileBase) as well as top-down techniques using cost estimating relationships (CERs)
based on analysis of previous projects (see Top-Down Cost Calculation). In addition, within the
Bottom-Up submodel, the COCOMO model is incorporated for determining the cost of software
associated with the WorkcellControUer. This model, an industry standard for calculating software
costs, has been converted to Demos format.
This variety of techniques for determining the expected costs of the major phases of a project dem-
onstrates this LifeCycleCosting model as a framework for assessing and verifying overall project
costs. While these techniques are varied, the framework could be enhanced even further by the in-
corporation of other costing techniques. It is expected that other techniques will be incorporated
during a follow on effort.
This submodel is accessed by double-clicking on the Tile WaterProofing, Automated node of the
to flevel model. It indicates that both bottom-up and top-down costing techniques will be used to
" -- =._p_,_,,,.T,.=.t._,'oon.J"'*"'"=_ _ _ determine overall costs of
_/ WBS / the Automated technique./AulomaledJ The theoretical first unit
f-Automated Cost _, I
ase J 1
:ost C= L, byPh
Compare
PDown Botlom-Up J
Top.DownCostlng_
l
L_ r-
Figure 15: Determination of overall costs of the Automated
Project, using several costing techniques (bottom up by Theoreti-
cal First Unit calulations and implementation of the COCOMO
model, top down by Cost Estimating Relationships) j Details of both submod-
els, as well as the result-
ing values are summarized in following sections. For the Bottom-up submodel, only one example
of the TFU calculations will be shown; it is left to the user to browse the other similar submodels.
The final costing for the automated technique is included at the end of this document.
(TFU) based calculations
are then compared with
the CER calculations. In
this case, the Automated
Cost by Phase, as based
on bottom-up calcula-
tions, is used by the Cost
Analysis submodel of the
toplevel model.
13
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Bottom-Up Cost Calculation Submodel of Automated Submodel"
Ole_lram • Bottom-up Cost Clllcullllion "_1
"- ;C¢ ,: i i , i :: I
! ;_ | Tolal$ EndE#edor i : I
_" : End-Effector 1 Byphase & WBS : : I
,_ • ,,. Module •t'-- • _ .... ! ........ i ........ : /
O • L Manipulator _, Byphase &WBS .J_.'.._ ............ : I
O L System Module . • "----S_..I rAut°rriated" " |
•. . . • : • • _ Costs : I /
, '. I /
za • B phase & WBS •
_ ] MobileBase Module _ Byphase & WB5 Ij_. . i: I I
WorkcellController : : :Ll , , , , , ,1/
r "/
Figure 16: Calculations of the costs for each of the four majo |
components of the Automated project Work Breakdown Structure, |
combined over the major phases of the project, j,/
This submodel, accessed
by double-clicking on the
Bottom-Up node in the
Tile WaterProofing Au-
tomated submodel, indi-
cates the separate sub-
models for each of the
major components of the
Automation project.
These components are
specified in the top level
Work Breakdown Struc-
ture (WBS) for the
project. Within each of
" the component submod-
els, there may be further granularity provided for the elements of that component. The calculations
for the fLrst three components, End-Effector, Manipulator, and MobileBase, are all based on provid-
ing the bottom-up cost element values per phase as percentages of a Theoretical First Unit, i.e., pro-
portional values based on an existing project. Since all the calculations and submodels are similar,
only one will be expanded, as shown in figure 17 below. Cost values from each of the submodels
are combined to form the overall bottom up cost calculations for the automated technique, as indi-
cated in the Automated submodel (figure 15).
EndEIledor "L
By phase & WBS )"
Figure 17: An example of bottom-up costs based on
Theoretical First Unit costs. J
In figure 17, the bottom-up costing of
the End-Effector is indicated. The cost
of both R&D and I&A phases, (using
the same cost elements as those shown
in the Manual project and the Rates
submodel) are based on the modeler de-
fining both the dollar value of a Theo-
retical First Unit CFFU) and the per-
centage for each cost element that
should be used to determine the overall
costs. The user may inspect both the
14
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(Bottom-Up Cost Calculation SulSmodel of Automated Submodel, ¢0ntinued]
def'mition for the First Unit Cost and for the assigned percentages, as well as the definition of the
conversion to dollar values: for example, the R&D$ EE value is determined by applying the per-
centages assigned to the R&D cost elements to the value of the EE-TFU, using the equation
Rd__of_tfu*Ee_l st__unit_cost
This may be observed in the definition option of the attribute pane when the node R&D$ EE is se-
lected. The user may then navigate to the input variables to verify their definitions. The calcula-
tions for the O&S phase of the project is based on the same bottom-up technique as defined in the
Manual project; the modeler enters the actual labor hours and capital costs associated with each
cost element of the phase. In this submodel, all major phases are then combined into a table by
summing over the cost elements per phase, and are output to the Bottom-Up submodel costs of the
Automated method. The submodels for Manipulator and MobileBase are replicates of this sub-
model, with the appropriate percentages and TFU values entered.
The Workcell Controller Costs are for software alone. Hence, the costing for this component of the
Automated method is based on the COnstructive COst MOdel (COCOMO) software costing tech-
nique. When the WorkcellContt:oller submodel is expanded, the costs per phase are based on the
submodel Software Development Costs, shown in figure 18.
E)
,° ........
(Oncerteinty
analysis
Figure 18: The COCOMO technique for software costing. This submodel includes an
Uncertainty Analysis component. J
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As indicated, all values to be entered by the modeler are contained in the submodel User Defined
Software Values. In this submodel, several tables are defined for including ratings for the new
software project with respect to cost drivers such as required level of reliability and database size.
These tables are assigned for each work-breakdown structure element for the Workcell controller,
in COCOMO terminology, these elements are known as Computer Software Configuration Items,
or CSCIs. In the User Defined submodel, the modeler also enters values specific to each CSCI
such as the number of lines of source code (SLOC) of related projects, and the fraction of modifica-
tions (annual change traffic) expected. The modeler also indicates percentage relationships to the
known projects and the level of uncertainty for cost drivers.
From the modeler defined parameters, the expected number of source lines of code and the nominal
productivity are determined, based on existing projects (see submodel #Lines Code (SLOC) & Pro-
ductivity). The overall development costs are then calculated for each CSCI, over a range of possi-
ble autonomy levels (see submodel Development Costs Per CSCI). Base both on modeler sup-
plied values and the Development costs, maintenance costs are then determined for each CSCI,
again over a range of possible autonomy levels (see submodel Maintenance Costs Per CSCI). Fi-
nally, the overall values for the software costs are defined: the development manhours per line of
code and the lifetime cost per CSCI for all autonomy levels. The modeler-chosen specific autono-
my level is then used to extract the development and maintenance costs that will be provided to the
phase costs for the WorkCell Controller submodel.
While descriptions are included for all the elements of the COCOMO submodel, the user is referred
to the text Software Engineering Economics by B. Boehm for further detail on the assumptions and
use of the COCOMO model.
An additional aspect of the COCOMO submodel in the Demos implementation is the provision for
Uncertainty Analysis, also known as Sensitivity Analysis. In essence, this allows the user to de-
termine which uncertain input variables have the greatest impact on the uncertainty in a calculated
variable. This analysis determines, based on both the degree of uncertainty in the input variables
and the influence of its value in the calculation of the variable of interest, the variables whose un-
certainty have the greatest effect on the uncertainty in that variable. This is useful in establishing
the set of input variables whose range of values need to be minimized in order to provide more cer-
tainty in the variable of interest. The submodel and its output are shown in figure 19.
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This Uncertainty Analysis submodel provides analysis for the effect of uncertain input variables
on both the Development and Maintenance costs for the specific modeler-chosen autonomy level.
The associated uncertain variables are the cost drivers for both development and maintenance cal-
culations. The submodel itself is shown in the upper left. Output, in two formats, are also shown.
Figure 19: Uncertainty Analysis to determine which input
\
variables have primary influence on
the uncertainty in the total costs of development and maintenance, for each CSCI.
Both CSCI elements (I/O and Controller software modules) are represented in each output format.
On the left, the effect of uncertain cost-driver values on the Development costs are shown graphi-
cally, indicating that uncertainty in SCED (schedule constraints) has the primary effect on uncer-
tainty in the development costs for the I/P module, and uncertainty in DATA (database size) has the
strongest effect on the development costs for the Controller software. On the right, the tabular for-
mat is shown for Maintenance, indicating that uncertainty in MODP (modern programming practic-
es) has the most effect on uncertainty in the cost of the I/O module, while the Controller cost uncer-
tainty is most affected by AEXP (application experience). This is most valuable to the Cost Ana-
lyst, in evaluating the effort that should be expended in determining further detail about a minimum
subset of uncertain input variables.
-x.._ /
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Tile WaterProofing, Automated Stibmodel, Costs
Finally, on completion of cost calculation by the bottom-up methods for the Automated technique,
," _ the final costs are deter-
nile Mid Value • Automated Costs By Module, Phase ($KI _I_I=
Key:.[ WBS Automated _ ]
"i X Axis: r Major Phases w' )
_ ===s-
Mid Value • Automated Coets 'By Module, Phaee (_K)
-7 =°1
2_0- _ "
' _ i
= |
0 R&D I&A OILS
Major Phaee=
Key WBS Automated
m Mobile b=ee
m Mimipu_tor
m EndEf_ctor
WorkceU
Figure 20: The final costs associated with the Automated technique.
J
mined and may be dis-
played. As shown, they
are defined for each of
the major components of
the Work Breakdown
Structure, and are sepa-
rated into the costs asso-
ciated with each phase.
It is these costs, summed
across the WBS compo-
nents, that are compared
with the costs for the
Manual technique as
shown in figure 10 of the
Cost Analysis submodel.
Comparison of a subset of these values with those generated by the top-down method is shown by
displaying the Compare Bottom-Up Top-Down Costing node, as shown in figure 24.
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This submodel is a cost model to determine overall costs by using the top-down technique of Cost
Estimating Relationships (CERs), based on the requirements, complexity, and technical readiness
levels of key design parameters for the proposed modules or elements of the Work Breakdown
f
_11 _ _-Oown Cost Celculation|
k
mml
Cosl
Cost by Weighted
:ostEstlmatln CER
Relationships Cost per
Figure 21: Cost Estimating Relationships are used
to determine a top-down costing of two of the WBS
elements. J
Structure. Each design parameter
(accuracy, payload ,control type,...) has
an associated complexity and technolo-
gy readiness level as well as constraint
values (amount of weight required, ac-
curacy of positioning in inches,...). In
this case, only the Mobile Base and the
Manipulator systems are presented, to
show proof of concept of providing
various costing models within the
framework of the ALCM.
As indicated, the submodel Cost by
CostEstimating Relationships pro-
rides the cost of both the mobile base and the manipulator, for comparison to the bottom-up costing
methods for the Automated technique. An access library is provided to allow easier access to table
values, and will not be described further here. The submodel Cost by CostEstimating Relation'
-" "_ ships is shown in figure 22. As indicated, the
._ • n!_--.rem* CostkMCosttsllmetln9 bletloosRIpI
j _;on;r_ L _ cost
| k_l _!|ll!llll!lll llmjm_,_l!lllll|tlltl!_'_'_" -
Figure 22: A framework for specifying the
combination of possible design parameters
required for a WBS' costs.
j,
key design parameters for the two modules of
interest include the common parameters of Pay-
load, Positioning Accuracy, and Control Type.
Degrees of Freedom and Reach are only appli-
cable to the Manipulator system, but are includ-
ed here for the overall structure. In the table
CER values, the constraint requirements, com-
plexity levels, and technology levels are entered
by the modeler. The cost of each design pa-
rameter for each WBS is based on the require-
ments, the complexity level and the technology
readiness level.
19
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flop-Down Cost Calculation Submodel of Automated Submodel. continued)_
Figure 23 shows the values as entered for the Manipulator system; also included are calibration
constants used in the determination of the cost of requirements, for each design metric (key param-
eter), and a scale value used to convert units, or to neglect any inappropriate key parameters.
Mid Value • CER values _12]|
Figure 23: For each WBS, there are key design parameters, or WBS metrics.
For each metric, there are constraints or requirements, complexity and technology readi-
ness levels, and calibration and scale values used in the cost calculations.
M.J
,-...j
There is clearly more detail relating the calculation of total cost from the key parameters. The user
is urged to browse through the various elements, viewing the description and optionally the defini-
tion for the various nodes.
f
Mid Value * Compare Bottom-Up Top-gown Costing ($) _
Nl
m
D
X ,f_cJs:I W85 v
Mid Value • Compale Bottom-Up Top-Down Costing (S)
800,
400 _ "_
M_ Base Manipulator
WIIS
Key Model type
m Top down
m Boltom up
Figure 24: A comparison of Bottom-Up and Top-Down costing
for the Mobile Base and Manipulator.
Figure 24 reverts to the Tile
WaterProofing, Automated
submodel, in comparing the
costs determined by using
both the bottom-up and top-
down methods.
As indicated, the values are
very close, providing the ana-
lyst with a strong level of
confidence in the accuracy of
both techniques. Viewing
this data in a tabular format
indicates a difference of ap-
proximately 10%.
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9.5. Qualitative Criteria for Robotics CER Generation
9.5.1 MOBILE BASE/PLATFORM
Cost estimation for mobile base/platform costs includes the following four criteria:
l_Payload Capability
Platforms with different categories of payload capabilities will vary in their drive system,
transmission, brakes (if any), suspension, chassis/frame, material and fabrication.
1. Drive System--Payload weight increases require higher horsepower systems. This may require
design and development of components that are not readily available such as gears, racks and
pinions.
2. Transmission--Transm/ssion types can vary the system cost greatly. A system could be two-
wheel drive, four-wheel drive or each wheel may require an independent drive system.
3. Brakes---Some systems require an independent brake system to add to the system safety. This
becomes more important with systems that have higher inertia (function of velocity and
mass).
4. Suspension System--A variety of possible suspension systems exists. A suspension system could be
as simple as a rocking arm or the design provides each wheel with an independent suspension
system thereby minimizing the effect of one wheel on the rest of the system.
S. Chassis/Frame--Normally, as the payload weight increases, the chassis grows larger. This
introduces problems with the design of the chaise and issues such as load distribution to
minimize bending and deflection, or eliminating any possible stress points to insure long
operation life.
6. Material and Fabrication--I-Ugher payload capability will require use of materials that offer
more strength. It is more difficult and costly to use these materials than lower strength
alternatives (i.e., stainless steel 316 vs. aluminum). Furthermore, the larger the frame
becomes, the more difficult it becomes to maintain dimensional tolerances and avoid frame
warping. This is especially true when welding joins structural elements. In many instances, it
is necessary to design and fabricate special fixtures for this purpose. Therefore, the cost of
machining and fabrication increases as the payload weight increases.
2--Positioning Accuracy
Higher accuracy requires the use of more accurate positioning sensor systems. For gross
positioning, a simple dead reckoning system could be sufficient. As requirements for
accuracy increase, the use of sensors such as acoustic sensors, laser range finder,
identification bar codes placed around the work space for triangulation, or imaging systems
become necessary. Design to operate off-road may require GPS use or placement of active
beacons around the operating range to allow triangulation by the system.
w
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3--Control and Navigation
Control and navigation of the mobile base/platform can fall into the following three
categories.
I. Teleoperated/Telepresence---This is when the operator remotely controls the movement of the
platform. The operator remains in constant control and either through direct visual contact or
remote sensory data it maintains its knowledge of the platform surroundings and position.
2. Self Guided--The platform operates along a predefined path and contains equipment to detect
known obstacles. Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) fall into this category. These systems
typically operate indoors and use identification systems placed along its path.
3. Intelligent Mobile Base/Platform--The platform is capable of planning its path and operating
on its own to reach to its commanded destination. Off-road platforms usually use this level of
autonomy. The platform may use a topographic map to calculate its trajectory and it also uses
its highly advanced sensor systems to avoid obstacles. The platform may use a 3-D imaging
system to verify its position against the topographic map. The system becomes more
sophisticated and cosily when obstacles are moving objects in a 3-D space.
4--.Others
The list below contains other factors that could be important in assessing system costs:
1. Operation--The development cost of a mobile base/platform for use in a structured environment,
with known obstacles, or its movement can be predefined, is significantly less than a system
designed to detect and operate around unknown obstacles.
2. Environmental Condition--There is a substantial increase in the cost of a system designed to
operate under extreme conditions such as high temperature, high radiation or in a dusty
environment.
3. Terrain--System design includes a variety of terrain. Cement or asphalt floors or off-road. This
could also include wet or frozen surfaces.
9.5.2 MANIPUlaTOR SYSTEMS
There are six examination areas for estimating the cost of manipulator arms.
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1--Degree of Freedom (DOF)
The increased DOF escalates the design complexity. Since it is usually desirable to avoid the
design of a bulky manipulator arm, the packaging of the drive systems becomes a design
challenge. This becomes more evident when there is a requirement for having a modular
design to facilitate system maintenance and servicing. Furthermore, it is necessary that
system singularities do not fall within its work envelope. The higher DOF translates to
increased system weight, which results in payload capability reduction. Therefore, to
achieve the same payload capability with increased IX)F, employment of more efficient and
compact motors and drive systems add to system cost.
2--Reach
Increased reach introduces new design issues including: increase in the system weight and
the difficulty in controlling flexible modes to maintain a high level of control. Resolving
these issues raise the cost significantly. The solution includes the use of more expensive
materials that offer high stiffness-to-weight ratios with more advanced control algorithms.
3,--Payload Capability
Higher payload capability results from the use of motors with higher horsepower or by
reducing manipulator arm linkages and drive system weights. Both of these two options
translate directly to higher cost.
4.--Positioning Accuracy and Repeatability
Higher accuracy is a function of mechanical design, sensor systems and control. The next
section discusses the latter. Higher positioning accuracy requires tighter design tolerances
where there is no free-play between the elements. This includes, the drive system and all
the associated gears and tape drive systems (if any). To avoid the cost of fabricating and
assembling high precision hardware with a long operating life, a design may use a direct
drive at the joints. This will have its own drawbacks as discussed before (packaging, motor
size, etc.). Use of a direct drive could help to reduce system hysteresis and/or uncontrolled
compliance. The use of more advanced sensors with higher resolution and update rates is
another factor that increases system accuracy along with increasing cost.
5----.Command & Control
There is a wide variety of control architectures and algorithms used to control manipulator
systems. They vary from a simple PID controller to an adaptive and model reference control
system capable of optimizing system performance.
Additionally, the interface between man/operator and the machine could also vary
drastically depending on the requirements. For the most part they are very similar to those
of the mobile base (discussed above). The command and control categories contain the
following five considerations:
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1. preprogrammed--This is the most primitive level of interaction between man and robotic
manipulator arms. Training permits the manipulator arm to perform a task through a series
of motions. When the robot is in operation mode, it performs the same task repeatedly. This
is a very common technique used in assembly line manipulator arms. After training, the robot
does not interact with the operator and has limited interaction with the surroundings.
2. Teleoper'ated/Telepresence---Here, a master arm or a joystick controls the manipulator system,
referred to as a slave arm. Usually there is a one-to-one correlation between the master arm
and slave arm degrees of freedom. The position and orientation of each master arm joint are
detected, multiplied by a factor (gain) and sent as a command to the slave arm. Some of the
more complicated arms may also detect the force at the slave and feed a portion of that back
to the master arm and the operator (bilateral force feedback). In the case of a joystick and/or
a track-ball, the operator flies the end effector. To conm_and the manipulator arm, an inverse
kinematic algorithm calculates each joint position and orientation based on the commanded
position.
\ .'
3. Supervisory Control--Here the manipulator arm is capable of decomposing low level tasks into
subtasks. The arm then performs these subtasks in an orderly manner. The operator interface
with the robot will be through higher level commands and the operator will supervise the
operation with manual control and emergency shut down capabilities.
4. Coordinated Motion--This involves using more than one manipulator to perform tasks.
Coordination of manipulator arm motions avoids damage to the work piece and/or the arms.
For example, when a manipulator arm pulls, the other(s) will give in and vice versa. The
controller strives to minimize the forces and torques in one or more axis depending on the task
performed and the controller requirements. This also requires the use of sensors to detect the
forces and torques in each axis.
5. Task Based Control--This is the highest level of operator interface. The robot workcell
controller receives task objectives. The workcell controller decomposes these objectives into
tasks, subtasks and motions and executes them accordingly based on available resources
(various manipulator arms, sensors, etc.). In the event a problem arises during task execution,
the controller can develop a contingent set of subtasks and execute them to work around the
problem(s).
6--Others
There are other factors such as high velocity requirements or harsh operating
environments that could impact the system cost. For example, many welding robots require
their electronics and all the power and data lines shielding to maintain signal integrity and
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protect them from noise induced by welding apparatus. The cost impact of these types of
system requirements warrants individual consideration and not explicitly included as part
of the model. However, the means of expressing these factors in the model should be
present.
9.5.3 SPECIAL TOOLS (END EFFECTOR)
End effectors perform a wide range of functions. Depending on the function, they vary in
the design and cost. In many cases it is the end effector that makes one robot uniquely
different from others. The same manipulator arm can perform completely different
functions with different types of end effectors. On the other hand, the robot performs the
same function with a different work envelope using the same end effector and manipulator
replacement. Because of the uniqueness of the end effector design requirements, it is very
difficult to include them in a generalized cost model. We recommend the initial use of the
following six criteria for estimating end effector cost:
1--Handling
End effectors generally perform a physical function on the work-piece (contact) or
monitor/inspection (non-contact). They vary in accuracy and load handling capability.
Usually, the end effector cost increases as the accuracy and load carrying capability increases.
1. Contact End F..ffector--The end effector encounters the work-piece and performs a function or
grasps an object while the manipulator arm moves it from one point to another. Use of the
most basic end effector, the parallel jaw, includes a variety of applications including PC-
board assembly and manipulation of objects in assembly lines. Common use also includes power
tools, such as a screw driver. The cost increases as the tool becomes more specialized.
2. Nm_contact End EHector--Their use includes movement around a sensor system package to
perform non-destructive testing (NDT) or monitoring an on-going operation. Therefore, they
carry a fixed mass. Inspection tasks may use a more complicated system to guide a small probe
into a maze-like system. This may require more system flexibility and degrees of freedom.
2--Environment
The operating environment impacts the end effector more than the rest of the robot. In
many cases, the end effector is the main element in creating an adverse environment. For
example in the case of the re-waterproofing tool, the end effector injects DMES, which is not
only hazardous but reacts to most materials and causes corrosion. A welding end effector is
another example of an end effector type that falls into this category. The operating
environment itself is another factor. Some operating environments impose additional
requirements. For example, a nuclear hot cell uses a hardened end effector and an
underwater application uses a water resistance or sealed end effector.
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3---Forcerrorque and Micro Positioning Control
Most manipulator arm overall control schemes include end effector control systems.
However, there are those which require their own closed-loop control system. These are the
end effectors that offer multiple DOFs. Operations include these end effectors handling
delicate objects or as micro positioning systems (the re-waterproofing end effector serves
both these purposes). In each case, the end effector design is more complicated and uses
more sensors to control forces, torques and positioning accuracy.
4--Machine Vision
Vision systems can be independent of the end effector. However, some applications, such as
monitoring, use vision as part of the end effector. In either case, it's an important part of
robotics with wide use by industry. Most currently used vision systems are off-the-shelf and
operate under a specific environment using a set of standard algorithms. Vision system
attributes include easy integration and modest cost. The cost of vision systems increases for
unstructured environments. The following applications may use vision systems:
1. Inspection and monitoring--Vision system usesinclude unfamiliar environment location and
identification of specific features under varying lighting and orientation. It may also perform
with partially obscured objects. This level of vision system capability may not be available
off-the-shelf and could require a sizable development cost.
2. Guiding a robot (path planning and collision avoidance)--Along with the capabilities outlined
above, vision system capabilities include use of its images to generate a map of its
sutton. 343 image generationmay requirea stereovisionsystem.Trajectory
determination for the robot movement uses this map. This becomes more complicated when
the vision system operates in hostile outdoor terrain. Development of this capability for an
operational system will be costly and will require large R&D investment.
5---Laser system
Typical laser usage includes being a range finder or scanner. Many applications have proven
them accurate and reliable. However, if it is a high power laser beam, it could be harmful
and may require an expensive and elaborate set of safe guards. Part of the laser system cost
includes the safe guards.
6-.-Others
There are many other criteria for consideration in cost estimating the end effectors/spectal
tools. These include each end effector's peculiarities. For example, an end effector positions
an X-ray imaging device. Unique issues require separate consideration.
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9.6. Robotics DDT&E CElt Tables
Hardware Capability
System Range
I
Mobile Base/Platform
Payload Capability (Ib)(PL)
PL>250
250<PL<I000
IO00<PL<IO000
I(XXX)<PL
Others
Positioning Accuracy (IN) (PA)
PA>IJ)
1.0>PA>0.1
0,1>PA
Others
Control & Navigation (CN)
Remote control
Self-guided
(AGV type)
Path planning
capability
Others
Complexity
Level (CL)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
Technology KSC Robot CL Parameter
Readiness Cost ($K)
(TL)
500
6
6
6 H
6
6
6
6 M
4 L
--_.j
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Hardware Capability Complexity Technology
System Range Level (CL) Readiness(TL)
>ulator Systems
Degree of Freedom (DOF)
DOF<=6
DOF>6
Others
Reach (FT) (R)
10>R
10<R<50
Others
Payload Capability (Ib) (PC) -
10>PC
10<PC<25
25<PC<I00
Others
Positioning Accuracy (in) (PA)
0.1<PA
0.001<PA<0.1
Others
Command & Control (CO
HDI
Conventional
Modern
Control
Integrated
Advanced
Sensors
Others
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
N/A
(L,M,H)
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
KSC Robot CL
M
M
L
Final Technical Report
Parameter
Cost ($K)
750
\
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Hardware Capability Complexity Technology
System Range Level (CL) Readiness(TL)
Special Tools' (Re-waterproOfing End F.ffector)
Handling
Contact Tool (L,M,H) 5
Non-contact/ 5
Inspection
Others
Environment (roxidty)
None (L,M,H) --
Toxic
Force/torque & Micro-positioning Control
None
Low/Medium
Resolution
High
Resolution
Machine Vision
None
Low/Medium
Resolution
High
Resolution
Las_ System
(L,M,H)
6
B
(L,M,H) 6
None
Low Power (L,M,H)
(safe)
High Power
(unsafe)
5
n
6
KSC Robot CL Parameter
Cost ($K)
H
H
M
7OO
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II
Hardware Capability Complexity
System Range Level (CL)
I
Workcell Controller
Autonomy Level
None
Little (L,M,H)
High (L,M,H)
Communication Protocol
Standard (L,M,H)
Cus_o_Kl (L,M,H)
'System Integration
Mechanical
-- (L,M,H)
Electronics
w (L,M,H)
Certification
C,mund Suppca _uipment
Maintenance Facility
EIectronlcs
Mechanlcal
L_tg
Optics
Toxic
Others
KSC Project Management
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
(L,M,H)
Technology
Readiness
(TL)
6
4
6
5
KSC Robot CL
L
L
L
L
M
L
L
L
M
M
Fargmeter
Cost ($K)
3O0
200
3O0
5OO
40O
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Additional Data Points
The cost data are from off-the-shelf hardware that could be used for mode] construction.
Hardware Capability Complexity
System Range Level (CL)
Mobile Base/Platform
Payload Capability (lb)(PL)
_.>250 (L,M,H) 6 L
250<PL<1000 6
10(X)<I_<10000 6
10000<PL 6
Others
'Positioning Accuracy (IN) (PA)
PA>I.0 (L,M,H) 6
1.0>PA>0.1 6 M
O.I>PA 6
Others
Control & Navigation (CN)
Remote control (L,M,H) 6
Self-guided 6 M
(AGVtype)
Path planning 4
capability
Others
Technology KSC Robot CL Parameter
Readiness Cost ($K)
(TL)
40-100
Off-the-shelf AGV
_.._j
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Hardware Capability Complexity
System Range Level (CL)
Manipulator 'Systems
Degree of Freedom (DOF)
DOF<=6 (L,M,H)
DOF>6
Others
Reach (Fr) (R)
10>R (L,M,H)
10<R<50
Others
Payload Capability (Ib) (PC)
10>PC (L,M,H)
I0<PC<25
25<PC<100
Others
Positionin 8 Accuracy (in) (PA)
0.1<PA N/A
0_01<PA<0.1
Others
Command & Control (CC)
PID/ (L,M,H)
Conventional
Modern
Control
Integrated
Advanced
Sensors
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